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the relationship between art and mental health.
Fig.1: Carpaccio, Vittore, Healing of the Madman, (c. 1494), tempera
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on canvas, 3.65 m x 3.89 m
Source: http://www.corfuhistory.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2014/03/Rialto.jpg
[Accessed 12 November 2016]
Carpaccio’s “The Healing of the Madman” illustrates how mental
illness was interpreted through the religious filter of Christianity at this
period in time. Amidst a busy scene near Venice’s Rialto Bridge, men
in religious attire are surrounding an uncomposed figure in black. This
suggests that the ‘madman’ has not a medical problem, but a spiritual
affliction in which priests must intervene with their own spiritual type of
treatment.
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Fig. 2: Hogarth, William, A Rake’s Progress (Plate 8), (1733), Etching
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and Engraving on Paper, 31.8 x 38.7 cm
Source: http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/hogarth-a-rakes-progressplate-8-t01794 [Accessed 12 November 2016]
This is the last of a series of etchings that follow the fall of a “Rake” (a
man of masculine wilfulness and wantonness who fritters away his
fortune through sex, drink, drugs and gambling, often leading to debt).
This scene shows Bedlam, an institute for the poor and insane. Rich,
paying visitors ridicule the suffering of the insane, and ironically, the
‘Rake’; the man who sought an aristocratic lifestyle like theirs is now
their source of amusement.
Fig. 3: Goya y Lucientes, Francisco, The Sleep of Reason Produces
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Monsters (Capricho No 43), (1799), Etching, Aquatint, Drypoint, Burin,
21.2 x 15 cm
Source: https://www.theguardian.com/society/christmas-charityappeal-2014-blog/2015/jan/13/-sp-a-short-history-of-mental-illness-inart#img-5 [Accessed 12 November 2016]
This caprichio reinforces the idea that mental disturbances come from
within oneself, represented by earthly creatures as opposed to
religious imagery. Goya’s caprichios were intended to satirically
represent eccentricities and madness, and criticize the control of
religion and the Inquisition (ncbi.mlm.nih.gov, 2016).
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Fig. 5c: Ernst, Max, A Little Sick Horse’s Leg, (1920), collage and
gouache on paper, 26 x 16cm
Source: https://theartstack.com/artist/max-ernst/little-sick-horse-s-leg
[Accessed 25 January 2017]
This selection of Surrealist work demonstrates the influence that the
development of psychiatric understanding and psychology had upon
the art of the Surrealists. They were influenced by dreams, states of
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mind, personal emotional experience and accessing the subconscious.
Bizarre, fantastical and dreamlike, Surrealists challenged the
preconceptions and expectations of the viewer through this type of
imagery.
Fig. 6: Pollock, Jackson, Autumn Rhythm (Number 30), (1950),
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Enamel on canvas, 266.7 c 525.8 cm
Source: http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/works-of-art/57.92/
[Accessed 25 January 2017]
Fig. 7a: Goya y Lucientes, Francisco, The Straw Manikin, (1791-
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Source: https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/art-work/thestraw-manikin/a1af2133-ff7b-4f47-a4ac-030cb23cb5b6 [Accessed 25
January 2017]
Fig. 7b: Goya y Lucientes, Francisco, Saturn Devouring his Son,
(1819-1823), mixed method on mural transferred to canvas, 143.5 x
81.4 cm
Source: https://www.museodelprado.es/en/the-collection/artwork/saturn/18110a75-b0e7-430c-bc73-2a4d55893bd6 [Accessed 25
January 2017]
Comparing these two images, one an earlier work and the other one
from later, both typical of Goya’s ‘periods’. The subject matter and
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palette becomes darker and the brushwork much more expressive and
loose as his mental illness advanced. It could be argued that these
later works reflect the vivid nightmares and psychotic delusions
experienced in his later years.
Fig. 8: Blake, William, The Great Red Dragon and the Beast from the
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Sea, (1805), pen and ink with watercolour over graphite, 40.1 x 35.6
cm
Source:

https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/asset/the-

great-red-dragon-and-the-beast-from-the-sea/NgGp3PH5_BqlDg
[Accessed 25 January 2017]
Fig. 9: Munch, Edvard, The Scream, (1910), tempura and oil on
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cardboard, 91 x 74 cm
Source: https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/beta/asset/thescream/eQFdRTFKDtVQ1A [Accessed 25 January 2017]
One of four original versions created. This version resides in the
Munch Museum in Oslo.
Fig. 10: Rothko, Mark, Blue and Grey, (1962), oil on canvas, 193 x
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175 cm
Source: http://www.mark-rothko.org/blue-and-grey.jsp#prettyPhoto
[Accessed 25 January 2017]
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Fig. 11a: Kirchner, Ernst Ludwig, Self Portrait with Model, (1907), oil
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on canvas, 150.4 x 100 cm
Source: http://smarthistory.org/kirchner-self-portrait-as-a-soldier/
[Accessed 25 January 2017]
Fig. 11b: Kirchner, Ernst Ludwig, Self-Portrait as a Soldier, (1915), oil
on canvas, 69 x 61 cm
Source: http://smarthistory.org/kirchner-self-portrait-as-a-soldier/
[Accessed 25 January 2017]
These works allow an appropriate comparison, as the subject matters
are very comparable. His earlier self-portrait, in which he looks healthy
and happy as he dons bright, cheerful clothes in a colourful studio with
a feminine model, portrays a different life compared to his post-war
self-portrait. In the latter, he has depicted himself wearing in military
uniform, with lifeless eyes, sallow skin and an amputated hand, and his
model, which was so detailed and flirtatious in the previous painting, is
now unimportant and characterless in his studio. Perhaps the model is
symbolic of his ability to appreciate the beauty of the external world
after the trauma of war. Kirchner did not serve in combat, and did not
lose any appendages, so this work cannot be taken in a literal sense;
perhaps he was realising the impact of the war on him as an artist, that
the associated fear and anxieties had, in effect, disabled him.
Fig. 12: Dadd, Richard, The Fairy Feller’s Master-Stroke, (c. 1855), oil
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on canvas, 39.4 x 54 cm
Source: http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/dadd-the-fairy-fellersmaster-stroke-t00598 [Accessed 25 January 2017]
His poem, entitled “Elimination of a Picture and its subject – called The
Feller’s Master Stroke”, explained the presence of Shakespeare’s
Oberon and Titania, the main figures, including the Fairy Feller himself
(centre), and that the other onlookers represent the childhood game of
‘soldier, sailor, tinker, tailor, ploughboy, apothecary, thief’.
Fig. 13: Wain, Louis, Kaleidoscope Cats I – VIII, (1890s – 1910s),
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coloured pencils, chalk, gouache on paper, various sizes (approx. 22.5
x 18 cm)
Source: http://museumofthemind.org.uk/gallery/artwork/ldbth162
[Accessed 25 January 2017]
Dr. Guttmann and Dr. Maclay, two doctors working at the Maudsley
hospital during the 1930’s, selected these images from Wain’s vast
portfolio to illustrate the progressive nature of Wains schizophrenia.
Fig. 14: Van Gogh, Vincent, Self Portrait with Bandaged Ear, (1889),
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oil on canvas, 60 x 49 cm
Source: http://www.vangoghgallery.com/catalog/image/0527/SelfPortrait-with-Bandaged-Ear.jpg [Accessed 12 November 2016]
He seems distant and melancholy, almost waxy in expression (an
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expression recognised on psychiatric wards), but with an air of
humanity and honesty as he gazes towards himself with a deep truth.
The white bandage is prominent and highlights the personal
importance of this event. It could be asked, considering he was
admitted in May 1899 (in Southern France), why he is wearing a heavy
coat and hat. Is he just cold, or is this another symptom of his illness?
Inappropriate clothing was once considered a symptom of mental
illness, especially schizophrenia.
Fig. 15: Van Gogh, Vincent, Corridor in the Asylum, (1889), oil colour
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and essence over black chalk on pink laid paper, 65 x 49 cm
Source: http://images.fineartamerica.com/images-mediumlarge/corridor-in-the-asylum-vincent-van-gogh.jpg [Accessed 12
November 2016]
Surprisingly bright in colour for institutions of the time, one could ask if
the décor was actually this cheery, or an interpretation of Van Gogh’s
positive attitude towards the place. A single ghostly figure walks into a
room on the left, paying no attention to the viewer – perhaps the
asylum was a place of solitude for Van Gogh, a welcome break from
the society that made petitions to oust him from their communities.
Fig. 16: Géricault, Jean-Louis Theodore, Woman with a Gambling
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Mania, (1822), oil on canvas, 77 x 64 cm
Source: http://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-notices/woman-gamblingmania [Accessed 25 January 2017]
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Géricault painted a series of monomaniacs (where mental disturbance
centres on a particular facet of life), only five of which are known to
survive: this painting, Woman with a Gambling Mania, and four more;
A Child Snatcher, A Woman Suffering from Obsessive Envy, A
Kleptomaniac and A Man Suffering from Delusions of Military
Command.
Fig. 17: Kusama, Yayoi, Infinity Dots, (1987), acrylic on canvas, 53.3 x
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45.7 cm
Source: http://www.artnet.com/artists/yayoi-kusama/infinity-dotsvMK16HLkK6lcgH0ZLQY-Wg2 [Accessed 25 January 2017]
Fig. 18: King, Josephine, This Isn’t Living, (2009), ink on paper, 100 x
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70 cm
Source: Riflemaker Exhibition Book, (2010), Josephine King: Life so
Far, London, Riflemaker Publications
Fig. 19: Baker, Bobby, Diary Drawings (Day 25), (n.d, late 20th
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century), unspecified media on paper, 21 x 29 cm
Source: https://wellcomecollection.org/articles/bobby-bakers-diarydrawings/?image=3 [Accessed 25 January 2017]
Fig. 20: Beales, David, Industrial Therapy, (n.d, late 20th century),
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unspecified media, unspecified dimensions
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Source: https://blog.wellcomecollection.org/2016/11/24/a-drop-in-theocean-in-the-old-asylums/ [Accessed 25 January 2017]
The faces in Beales images turn to or look straight at the viewer in an
almost confrontational manner – perhaps the subjects are challenging
those who hold the power over them in psychiatric services. Beales
illustrations remind services that this is life for people in psychiatric
care, and that it’s tough to not have control over your own life.
Fig. 21: Spitz, Melissa, Mom’s Appendectomy, (2013), photographic
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print, unspecified dimensions
Source: http://www.melissaspitz.com/you-have-nothing-to-worryabout/3ybj6db12ejhb28wq05zqd9nmtr549 [Accessed 25 January
2017]
One image from an ongoing series titled ‘You Have Nothing to Worry
About’. Some of the works in the series, such as this one, demonstrate
how difficult and challenging it can be to see your mother behave
inappropriately due to mental illness.
Fig. 22: Allen, Toby, Real Monsters (Anorexia Nervosa), (2015), digital
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illustration, unspecified dimensions
Source: http://www.zestydoesthings.com/realmonsters [Accessed 25
January 2017]
This is one image from a series of illustrations that depict mental
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health issues with symbolic characters and context. The others in the
series are titled: Borderline Personality Disorder, Dissociative Identity
Disorder, Anxiety, Depression, Avoidant Personality Disorder,
Paranoia, Schizophrenia, Social Anxiety, Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, Bipolar, Selective Mutism,
Sleep Disorder, Misophonia and Body Dysmorphic Disorder.
Fig. 23: Wauters, Emile, The Madness of Hugo van der Goes, (1872),
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oil on canvas, 186 x 275 cm
Source: http://i.imgur.com/CqfWIw4.jpg [Accessed 12 November
2016]
Fig. 24: Bacon, Francis, Head VI, (1949), oil on canvas, 93.2 x
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76.5cm
Source:
http://images.artnet.com/images_us/magazine/reviews/davis/davis728-09-7.jpg [Accessed 13 February 2017]
Painting held at Ferens Art Gallery, Hull, UK (correct as of February
2017). Original image unavailable as photography was forbidden at the
exhibition.
Fig. 25: Rorschach, Hermann, Rorschach Test, (1921), ink on card,
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unspecified dimensions
Source: http://listverse.com/2007/12/08/top-10-inkblot-test-cards/
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[Accessed 12 November 2016]
Figs. 26: Saunders, L., 23rd August – 6 September 2016, Recovery
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Through Art, held at Kardomah94, Hull, UK.
Fig. 26a: Saunders, Lauren, Exhibition Entrance View, (2016), original
photograph, unspecified dimensions
Source: Photograph taken by author.
Fig. 26b: Saunders, Lauren, Exhibition Far Corner, (2016), original
photograph, unspecified dimensions
Source: Photograph taken by author.
Fig 26c: Saunders, Lauren, Exhibition Near Corner, (2016), original
photograph, unspecified dimensions
Source: Photograph taken by author.
These images illustrate the gallery space at Kardomah94 once the
Recovery Through Art exhibition artwork was in place, a few hours
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Preface
I have chosen to write about this particular topic as I find the relationship
between art and mental health fascinating and mysterious, combining the two
things within my life that I feel passionately about.
One, of course, is ‘Art’. It has held paramount priority for me since childhood
and as a subject, I find great pleasure in all aspects of creativity. The art
making process itself holds special importance and meaning for me; Art gave
me focus and a way to positively express myself when battling personal
difficulties.
These experiences have developed my other interest: ‘Mental Health’. Putting
my lived experience to good use, I work in Hull and East Riding through the
NHS Humber Foundation Trust (HFT) as a mental health Recovery College
tutor within the community. Prior to that, I worked in acute psychiatric
admission and treatment in-patient units as an Activity Worker. First-hand, I
have witnessed the effects of a number of mental illness; I empathise with the
service users’ emotional pain and day to day struggles, but I am also in awe
of the resilience and strength of said individuals during the different stages of
their recovery journeys.
Both personal experience and working with vulnerable adults has led me to
believe in the therapeutic use of art. Most research into this area has
predominantly focused on Art Therapy and it’s efficiency with very little on art
as therapy independently or within a recovery-orientated framework.
I intend to add to the discourse of this area of discussion, as I am interested in
the development of Mental Health services. Previously, I have conducted
independent research into complementary practices and ideas in order to
provide holistic psycho-educational programmes for services users in
psychiatric units and in the community. My findings were published in the OT
News (an Occupational Therapists magazine-journal) in February 2016.
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Since, I have focused on the arts as part of holistic mental health care. Arts
activity provision on units and in the community, and the development and
curation of the Recovery Through Art exhibition has been, and will likely
continue to be, my primary focus during my time at the Humber NHS
Foundation Trust.
The idea of exploring the conscious and subconscious mind through the artmaking process has greatly influenced my studio practice. With drawing at the
core, the understanding of ‘perception’ is investigated through the personal
filters placed upon reality. This reflective type of creative study develops my
contextual scope of awareness, enhancing my practice as a visual artist.
Inquiring into the relationship between art and mental health has matured my
understanding of artistic expression on the human psyche. This has
influenced my artmaking to a considerable extent as I have reflected upon my
own lived experiences and the way in which I use art to manage my mental
and emotional wellbeing.
As a professional tutor within an NHS mental health setting, my awareness of
how the students I work with use art (and the positive effects/personal
development associated with their creative practice) has heightened
considerably. My teaching methods developed as I have been able to respond
to them and their individual learning needs as a result.
Students reflected and became more contextually aware of Mental Health
challenges and ways of overcoming emotional challenges through offering the
developmental findings of this study. This has appeared to be well received,
so much so that next term I will be teaching within a discussive Recovery
College forum relating to the topics covered within this dissertation.
This discussion has been written in a way that is recovery-orientated as I
believe that research should be made accessible to those it wishes to serve.
Explanations, through the use of clear additional explanations in the
footnotes, are not presented in a way that is patronising, but in a way that
could inform an individual enough to expand upon their existing knowledge.
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Overalll, this study has influenced my healthcare practice as it has allowed
more acute understanding to identify and further promote mental wellbeing
and recovery through creativity and to better respond to the interests and
needs of those I support.
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Introduction
Throughout time, connections have been drawn between art production and
consumption, and mental health. Within this study, multiple approaches and
theories will be applied in exploring this complex relationship between art and
mental health. The role of art activity upon mental health recovery will be the
primary focus in understanding how this aligns with the ‘Recovery Approach’
and it’s existing and potential applications within clinical and personal mental
health care, considering relevant cultural, historical, psychological,
sociological, philosophical, clinical and first-person perspectives.
Drawing upon first-hand research and new material, this discussion contains
three sections: Chapters One and Two provide understanding and context
towards the main discussion in Chapter Three. Chapter One investigates and
questions the development of ‘absolute’ clinical understanding and public
attitude towards mental health, before examining the response of artists
regarding mental health and if this shaped the attitudes of society within
Chapter Two.
Chapter Three explains the Recovery Approach before investigating the
impact of therapeutic art upon Western clinical psychiatry. Philosophical,
psychological and sociological theories about creativity help establish how art
could be utilised within mental health recovery, informing the subsequent
investigation regarding the therapeutic significance of art.
Clinical research into the efficacy of therapeutic art will be acknowledged
before introducing first-hand research, giving particular attention to the
‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition (curated by the writer) in which service
users were invited to submit artworks in August 2016 to celebrate both their
artistic achievement and recovery journeys. This research, including
observational case studies, statements from Humber NHS Foundation Trust
(HFT) services users and staff and an interview with a local artist, will be
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thematically analysed to compare this new qualitative data to what is already
understood about therapeutic art.
Most existing related research focuses predominantly upon clinical outcome,
but this discussion is primarily interested in the holistic value of art outside the
clinical arena. This investigation adopts a critical, multi-disciplinary approach
towards mental health history, the response of the professional art world and
psychiatric understanding, treatment models and therapies (including creative
activities) but draws particular attention to accounts of those with lived
experience. Secondary research is synthesized with first hand experience and
investigation to ask: can art really support mental health recovery?
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Chapter One
Antiquity to Psychiatry: Understanding Mental Illness
To comprehend the relationship between art and mental health, mental illness
and the challenges faced by individuals must first be understood. This chapter
provides context for later discussions surrounding treatment and therapy by
exploring how mental health understanding has evolved over time.
The mysterious nature of the mind has ensured that manifestations of mental
distress have been interpreted and defined by others in a multitude of ways
throughout history. As Kendall (1996, p.17) succinctly writes: “Madmen have
been regarded with revulsion, pity, hilarity, revenge and indifference and their
disordered proclamations treated with derision, mockery, horror, or,
occasionally, grave respect”. Why do communities treat their ‘madmen’ in this
way?
Often rooted in the fear of the unknown, societal belief about the cause of
mental illness tends to determine the prescribed treatment. Early man
believed that mental illness was supernatural, caused by angered deities and
spiritual possession. Evidence of trepanning date back to Neolithic times
(5000BC), whereas Ancient Mesopotamian priest-doctors ritualised
incantation, prayer, punishment, bribery and exorcism to banish and frighten
evil spirits and threats (Foerschner, 2010)1.
However, thinkers such as Plato investigated the nature of mental illness in
his dialogue ‘Phaedrus’ (400BC), distinguishing the physical disease of
‘natural madness’ from the divine, inspirational madness gifted by the gods2.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Trepanning is an early treatment in which a hole was chipped into the skull; they believed that

trepanning would release the nefarious ‘spirit’ inhabiting the sufferer’s head that caused the
psychopathological symptoms (Foerschner, 2010).
2

Aphrodite bequeathed the madness of love; the Muses inspired poetry, Dionysus offered socially

acceptable mystical rites of intoxication and other reprieves of hardships, and Apollo awarded the gift of
prophecy (Cambridge Forecast, 2006).
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Hippocrates later described six forms of ‘natural madness’, caused by an
imbalance of the four humours34. Despite this limited understanding,
Hippocrates denied supernatural involvement and championed that mental
disturbances were scientific medical conditions that required treatment
(Kendall, 1999, pp.18-19; Foerschner, 2010). Plato’s distinction between
natural and divine/external madness and Hippocrates’ belief that mental
illnesses were treatable, physical complaints created a foundation on which
later understanding of mental health was built albeit through specific societal
filters, such as religion.
Hebrew faith explains that all illness (including madness) is deserved due to
some moral fault, a punishment from God for committing sin (Foerschner,
2010). The Bible teaches that the human heart contains madness from birth
until death (potentially because all suffering is the result of Original Sin)5. To
attempt to understand this spiritual affliction is pointless and is a devotion to
something other than God, thus should be avoided and ignored67. However,
faith in God and Jesus can ‘heal’ insanity; the Church prescribed religious
intervention, as illustrated in Carpaccio’s “The Healing of the Madman” (1494)
[Fig. 1]89. By the 18th century, Christianity suggested that mental illness
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3

Hippocrates’ forms of ‘natural madness; are: Phrenitus (a feverish acute mental disturbance), Mania

(an acute mental disturbance without sign of fever), Melancholia (a continual mental disturbance),
Epilepsy (evidential seizures), Hysteria (an abrupt reappearance or aggregation of symptoms, found in
women only) and Scythian Disease (exhibited only in men, comparable to transvestism and
effeminateness) (Munson, 2012).
4

The four humors are Sanguine/Blood (Hot/wet; air), Phlegm (Cold/wet; water), Black Bile (Cold/dry;

earth), and Yellow Bile (Hot/dry; fire); Renaissance physicians found problems with this Classical
understanding of the body, but the belief in the four humours provided physicians with some
th

understanding and framework of how to treat illness up until the 19 century (GreekMedicine, 2015).
5

“There is evil among all things that are done under the sun, that there is one event unto all: yea, also

the heart of sons of men is full of evil, and madness is in their heart while they live, and after that they
go to the dead” (Ecclesiastes 9:3 - King James Version) (King James Bible Online, 2016)
6

“And I gave my heart to know wisdom, and to know madness and folly: I perceived that is also is

vexation of spirit” (Ecclesiastes 1:7 - King James Version) (King James Bible Online, 2016)
7

“Many of them said, ‘He has a demon, and is insane; why listen to him?” (John 10:20 - English

Standard Version) (Landover Baptist, 2012)
8

“So his fame spread throughout all Syria, and they brought him all the sick… those oppressed by

demons… and he healed them” (Matthew 4:24 - English Standard Version) (King James Bible Online,
2016)
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resulted from personal moral weakness. Hogarth’s series, “A Rake’s
Progress” (1733) [Fig. 2] illustrated the common belief that to be poor, like to
be mad, was to be morally weak (Artable, 2016a). Society believed that they
should be grouped together and disregarded; this approach to mental illness
unfortunately spanned much of history.
However Enlightenment philosopher and physician, John Locke, radically
opposed Church teaching in 1690 by suggesting that everyone experiences
some degree of madness independent of spirituality as reason occasionally
fails to process ideas and/or emotions correctly (Roberts, 2002). Goya’s
capricho “Sleep of Reason Provides Monsters” (1799) [Fig. 3] arguably
support the idea that mental suffering is indeed of earthly origin. During a time
in which Asylums were already in use, ideas based on scientific reasoning
and not religion began paving the way for further scientific explorations into
mental illness.
Interestingly, a romantic 19th century attitude considered it avant garde to
induce madness through substance misuse in an attempt to unravel the
artistic, troubled genius within. Courbet portrays himself as wildly exhilarant in
his “Self-Portrait (The Desperate Man)” (1843-45) [Fig. 4], fervently looking to
the viewer for some sort of understanding. An unusual composition for the
time, Courbet does not portray a mentally sick man, but a proud, creative
visionary who sees things others cannot. The link between mental health and
creativity has been much debated and there still survives a romantic
stereotype of the authentic, tortured artist existing at the edges of experience
and sanity. However, research suggests that artists are generally no more
likely to suffer mental illness due to their creativity (NHS, 2012)10.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9

“For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind” (2

Timothy 1:7 - King James Version)
10

Studies have shown that aside from bipolar disorder, visual artists are no more or less likely to suffer

from mental illness than those who are not as creative. It would seem that dramatic suicides and
institutionalisation of creatives (especially names of eminence) make bigger headlines than those who
live a more contented, settled life (NHS, 2012).
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Between the 1800s and early 1900s, psychiatrists considered that mental
illness was a result of ‘bad breeding’ amongst the polluted gene pool of the
already ostracised lower classes (Rogers and Pilgrim, 2007, p.8)11. However,
upper-class officers returned from World War One with ‘shellshock’,
statistically ‘breaking down’ more often and intensely than lower ranking
soldiers (Ibid, p.142). This shattered the eugenic belief that mental illness was
reserved for the poor and forced physicians to re-examine the causes of
mental disturbances and revolutionise treatment.
Developed over half a century of clinical investigation, Neurologist Sigmund
Freud attempted to systematically map the mind and offer experiential
causation theories to mental illness (i.e. internal conflicts between the
conscious and unconsciousness, traumatic childhoods and repression).
Although controversial for the time, his writings gained popularity and ignited
an interest within the field of psychology and psychoanalysis amongst other
physicians and society, which in turn inspired modern psychopathological
theories12.
Psychiatrist Carl Jung challenged Freud, suggesting that mental illness
resulted from a lack of spiritual development, whereas Psychotherapist Alfred
Adler believed feelings of inferiority and the subsequent frustrated attempts to
offset these thoughts caused neurosis13. Social relationships and cultural and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Coined in 1808 by Professor Johann Christian Reil, the term ‘psychiatry’ derives from the Greek

words ‘psyche’, meaning ‘mind’ or ‘soul’, and from ‘iatros’ meaning ‘physician’. Although psychiatry was
somewhat investigated since antiquity, the medical field of psychiatry was not recognised until the late
th

19 century (Marneros, 2008).
12

Psychoanalysis is “a system of psychological theory and therapy which aims to treat mental disorders

by investigating the interaction of conscious and unconscious elements in the mind and bringing
repressed fears and conflicts into the conscious mind by techniques such as dream interpretation and
free association”, whereas psychopathology refers to the “scientific study of mental disorders”(Oxford
Dictionaries, 2017).
13

“Neuroses are characterized by anxiety, depression, or other feelings of unhappiness or distress that

are out of proportion to the circumstances of a person’s life. They may impair a person’s functioning in
virtually any area of his life, relationships, or external affairs, but they are not severe enough to
incapacitate the person. Affected patients generally do not suffer from the loss of the sense of reality
seen in persons with psychoses.” (Britannica, 2014)
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environmental factors were highlighted in the modification of Freud’s theories
by psychoanalysts Sullivan, Horney and Fromm, theorising that mental illness
is not just a malfunction of an isolated psychological system, but can be
influenced by a complex range of issues (Gibbons et al, 2017). Modern
psychology grew from this type of theoretical advancement and subsequent
clinical research.
Observed symptomology through research allows classification, and in turn,
definition. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)
offers standardised criteria on various mental disorders for health and social
care professionals to provide a framework for treatment14. DSM-5 (2013), the
most recent edition, defines ‘mental disorder’ as a life-altering mental
disturbance that goes beyond a common stress response; this ‘disorder’
reflects underlying psychological, biological or developmental dysfunction15.
Despite the immense amount of research invested into manuals like these,
definitions rooted within the ‘illness framework’ cannot be an absolute way to
offer a diagnosis16. Diagnoses based on behavioural symptomology are
limited and can diminish accuracy since behaviour and speech are open to
interpretation and can be manipulated by the patient (consciously or not) at a
time when the professional is consciously seeking to find ‘fault’. Professionals
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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In 1917, the DSM’s precursor ‘The Statistical Manual for the Use of Institutions for the Insane’ was

published, and only included 22 diagnoses. The first edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders was first published in 1952 (NHS, 2013).
15

“A mental disorder is a syndrome characterized by clinically significant disturbance in an individual’s

cognition, emotion regulation, or behaviour that reflects a dysfunction in the psychological, biological, or
developmental processes underlying mental functioning. Mental disorders are usually associated with
significant distress in social, occupational, or other important activities. An expectable or culturally
approved response to a common stressor or loss, such as the death of a loved one, is not a mental
disorder. Socially deviant behaviour (e.g., political, religious, or sexual) and conflicts that are primarily
between the individual and society are not mental disorders unless the deviance or conflict results from
a dysfunction in the individual, as described above.” (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 2013)
16

Psychiatrists “are trained to see their role as identifying sick individuals (diagnosis), predicting the

future course of their illness (prognosis), speculating about it’s cause (aetiology) and prescribing a
reponse to the condition, to cure it or ameliorate it’s symptoms (treatment). This is considered to be the
‘illness framework’ (Rogers and Pilgrim, 2007, p3)
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compare presented behaviour to a common diagnostic language (Rogers and
Pilgrim, 2007, pp.2-3). But who decides on this common diagnostic language?
And how ‘common’ is it?
A statistical notion, diagnoses are given when an individual falls outside of
‘frequently occurring behaviours’ (Ibid, p.5). Accepted frequent behaviours are
culturally and morally relative and reflect “both the power relationships and the
value system operating in culture at a point in time” (Ibid, p.7). However, what
is ‘wrong’ or bizarre in one community could be socially agreed in another (ie.
Endocannibilism). Since communities internally judge what is maladaptive or
unacceptable, the ‘suitability’ of emotional expression is also an assessment
based on cultural understanding of insanity, which then influences the
treatment. The belief that Western diagnosis and management of mental
illness is correct compared to the ‘wrong’ response of other cultures, is a
result of what Western civilisation considers ‘normal’17.
But if sanity is subjective, how can diagnoses be ‘absolute’? Patients who
reject the idea they are ‘ill’ are then considered to ‘lack insight’, but Szasz
(1961) went further to claim that “mental illness is a myth” since minds can
only be metaphorically sick (Ibid, p.3). However, research has shown that the
patient and family views that oppose the assessments of mental health
professionals tend to be disregarded by researchers (Ibid, p.218) since
‘irrational’ psychiatric patients must lack capacity and are therefore incapable
of giving a valid view; this demonstrates patient experiences are framed to
suit the research. These ideas question the validity and fairness of the
research that leads to diagnostic definition, causing mistrust towards those
who seek to diagnose and have the legal power to enforce treatment.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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For example, The Pokot people of north-west Kenya and the Sebei people of south East Uganda

believe that a worm in the brain causes psychosis and sufferers ‘should be tied up forever, allowed to
starve, driven away to die or killed outright’. Alternatively, shamans smash large rocks onto the head of
the patient until they calm (Warner, 1996, p.54). To Western culture, this is considered barbaric, but to
their communities, it is deemed a socially acceptable response to what is a culturally agreed
understanding of insanity.
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Considering that political dissidence was diagnosed as “sluggish
schizophrenia” by Soviet Gulag psychiatrists or that the pharmaceutical
industry supposedly influences diagnoses and treatment (Lakritz, 2009),
mistrust may be well-placed since psychiatry appears to be easily corruptible
by the government and commercialism. Foucault (1965) warned that the
medicalised concept of mental illness is a social invention in order to control
society in place of waning religion and growing moral panic, ensuring social
compliance (Ibid)18. Psychiatrist R D Laing argued that “insanity is a legitimate
response to so-called ‘sane’ society”; it is actually society that is sick and that
any perceived madness is actually a “journey of self discovery, which can
bring spiritual enlightenment” (Beveridge, 1998). Laing demonstrated that any
definition can be challenged, and therefore, no definition can be infallibly
absolute.
Individuals experiencing mental distresses have, throughout history, have
been at the mercy of society and more specifically, the hands of appointed
physicians and later, trained psychiatrists. Over time those suffering from
mental illness have been ostracised by society before being tortured, silenced
and experimented upon by ‘professionals’. A clinical diagnosis, although
questionable in terms of historical integrity, may offer respite and
understanding for individuals, families and communities. Medical and societal
understanding of mental illness has developed considerably in the last
century, but there is still debatably a long way to go in terms of diagnosis and
treatment. Crucially however, compassionate self-understanding of lived
mental experiences is made more difficult by the age-old stigma surrounding
mental illness, which still fundamentally suggests that something is ‘wrong’
with that individual. Sharing personal experiences, as explored in the next
chapter, is one way of challenging this public attitude.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The Icarus Project, an international community of people with lived experience, feel clinical diagnoses

oppress people and that support for managing ‘different states of being’ is instead best provided by
others who have experienced similar emotional distress. Further information about this mental health
community can be found at www.theicarusproject.net (The Icarus Project, n.d)
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Fig. 1: Carpaccio, Vittore, Healing of the Madman, (c. 1494), tempera on
canvas, 3.65 m x 3.89 m
Carpaccio’s “The Healing of the Madman” illustrates how mental illness was
interpreted through the religious filter of Christianity at this period in time.
Amidst a busy scene near Venice’s Rialto Bridge, men in religious attire are
surrounding an uncomposed figure in black. This suggests that the ‘madman’
has not a medical problem, but a spiritual affliction in which priests must
intervene with their own spiritual type of treatment.
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Fig. 2: Hogarth, William, A Rake’s Progress (Plate 8), (1733), Etching and
Engraving on Paper, 318 x 387 mm
This is the last of a series of etchings that follow the fall of a “Rake” (a man of
masculine wilfulness and wantonness who fritters away his fortune through
sex, drink, drugs and gambling, often leading to debt). This scene shows
Bedlam, an institute for the poor and insane. Rich, paying visitors ridicule the
suffering of the insane, and ironically, the ‘Rake’; the man who sought an
aristocratic lifestyle like theirs is now their source of amusement.
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Fig 3: Goya y Lucientes, Francisco, The Sleep of Reason Produces Monsters
(Capricho No 43), (1799), Etching, Aquatint, Drypoint, Burin, 378.7 x 4800 cm
(plate)
This caprichio reinforces the idea that mental disturbances come from within
oneself, represented by earthly creatures as opposed to religious imagery.
Goya’s caprichios were intended to satirically represent eccentricities and
madness, and criticize the control of religion and the Inquisition
(ncbi.mlm.nih.gov, 2016).
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Fig. 4: Courbet, Gustave, Self Portrait (The Desperate Man), (1843-45), oil on
canvas, 45 x 55cm
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Chapter Two
Painting Mental Health in a New Light: A Visual Response
Shifting the focus from the developments in medical understanding and public
attitudes in Chapter One, this section explores how established visual artists
have responded to the theme of mental illness, if lived mental experience
influenced their artworks and if art itself can challenge mental health stigma
by shaping and reforming social attitudes.
Blossoming from Dadaism in the early 1920s, Surrealism was famously
influenced by Freud’s writings on the unconscious mind, embracing desire
and forgoing conscious thought to challenge commonly held assumptions in
the viewer [Fig. 5abc]12. Believing mental illness was simply a form of
expression, some surrealists championed extreme mental states in their art;
Dali’s ‘Paranoiac Critical Method’ sought irrational thought for arts sake, for
example3. The objective and theoretical Surrealist approach of visually
exploring the unconscious (ie. Automatism) in turn inspired other artists like
Abstract Expressionist Jackson Pollock [Fig. 6]4.
Objectivity aside, many artists have shared personal and sometimes welldocumented mental experiences within their artworks. Goya presented with
depression, anxieties, psychosis and hypochondria in later life, influencing his
artwork to such an extent that art historians separate his works into two
contrasting periods; early works are vivid, lighter and fanciful unlike his
subsequent dark and fantastical pieces that mirrored his nightmares [Fig.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

Freud’s book “The Interpretation of Dreams” (1899) seemed to be of the most influence for the

Surrealists; dreams and the complex, unconscious inner world of human emotion and desire formed a
theoretical basis for many Surrealist works (The Art Story, 2016a).
2

Established surrealist artists include, but are not limited to: Max Ernst, Salvador Dalí, Joan Miró, Hans

Arp, Rene Magritte, Man Ray and Leonora Carrington.
3

The ‘Paranoiac Critical Method’ is a perceptive tool that systemizes irrational thought independently of

rational thought (Sonnier, n.d).
4

The ‘automatic’ technique is a surrealist style of art-making where the artist performs actions (eg.

drawing, painting, dripping etc) without conscious intentional thought.
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7ab]. Similarly, William Blake’s creative energy was prompted by vivid
mystical hallucination [Fig. 8] since childhood although severe depression
loomed each time the energy was spent (Chevrier, 2012). Munch felt a
“scream throughout nature”, inspiring “The Scream” (1893-1910) [Fig. 9] as he
battled anxiety, depression and alcoholism (Britannica, 2016), and Rothko
painted with a darker palette [Fig.10] as his depression spiralled towards
eventual suicide (Nursing Schools, 2010). This suggests that the mood of the
art can indeed reflect the mood of the artist; as viewers, we use art to interpret
these experiences. Expressionist painter Kirchner was discharged from
serving in World War One following a nervous breakdown5. The dramatic
alteration of style seen when comparing his art either side of this experience
suggests he experienced Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder [Fig. 11ab].
Arguably undergoing an unconscious sublimation process, these artists
demonstrate the apparent need for self-expression in order to process
thought, manage distress and externalise their experiences6.
Some artists created their most accomplished artworks in psychiatric
institutions, offering a slightly different perspective since those who treated
them often documented their activities. Richard Dadd painted intricate, exotic
and fantastical scenes at the notorious ‘Bedlam’ asylum7. Painted for a
Bedlam official, his unfinished “The Fairy Feller’s Master-Stroke” (1855–64)
[Fig. 12] symbolically represents documented personal experience (Tate, n.da)8.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5

Kirchner volunteered as a driver in order to avoid a more dangerous role in the army (Allen Memorial

Art Museum, n.d)
6

Psychological sublimation describes the unconscious transformation of unwanted, harmful, socially

unacceptable behaviours into non-harmful, socially acceptable or constructive behaviours (Changing
Minds, 2017)
7

Dadd was trialed for the premeditated murder of his father (who he believed was the Devil) and was

declared criminally insane and ordered to Bedlam asylum. Dadd was known for assaulting strangers in
fits of paranoia and had an overwhelming urge to attack the Pope when he saw him in Rome. Today he
may have been given a diagnosis of schizophrenia (Jones, 2015; Tate, n.d-b)
8

There appears to be a Pope-like figure and a portrait of his father (top right, with a pestle and mortar at

the apothecary) (Tate, n.d-a)
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His case notes stated how he decorated prison walls and entertainment areas
after violent behaviour led him to Broadmoor (Akbar, 2011). Dadd received no
artistic recognition outside of the prison at the time, suggesting that his
creations resulted from pure expression and instinctive creative desire.
Victorian artist Louis Wain (1860–1939), in contrast, was recognised for his
illustrations of cats up until his mental health deteriorated, causing him to live
the last of his years in an asylum9. As his schizophrenia worsened, his cat
imagery became increasingly psychedelic, as seen in his “Kaleidoscope Cats
I–VIII” illustrations (1890’s–1910’s) [Fig. 13] (Museum of the Mind, 2016;
Cardoso, n.d).
Eminently remembered as a ‘mad’ tortured artist, Van Gogh is perhaps the
most famous. Today he would have potentially been treated for Bipolar10.
Many of his most celebrated artworks are reflections of his experiences during
productive voluntary committal at a Saint-Remy asylum, where he was
encouraged to paint by his doctors (The Art Story, 2016b). “Self-Portrait with a
Bandaged Ear” (1889) [Fig. 14] suggests a period of self-reflection shortly
after admission, whereas other paintings, like “Corridor in the Asylum” (1889)
[Fig. 15], were a direct response to his environment11. These contemplative,
existential paintings imply art-making helped to reconnect with himself and
process the events leading to his admission. Perhaps the structured,
supportive and safe environment in which art-making was encouraged
allowed these artists to harness their creativity better than they felt they could
achieve independently at home.
Although few, there are examples of artists who depicted mental illness for
purposes other than morality or for self-expression. Étienne-Jean Georget,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9

Wain’s cats appeared on calendars, postcards and in newspapers (Museum of the Mind, 2016)

10

Interestingly, the physician Dr Félix Rey, who treated Van Gogh, believed that Van Gogh was

suffering from a type of epilepsy caused by too much alcohol and coffee and not enough food, although
he did not make an official diagnosis (Van Gogh Museum, n.d).
11

Popular legend dictates that Van Gogh cut of his ear in order to give it to a woman, other theories

hold that it was a distraught response to a violent fight with friend and artist Paul Gauguin (who was also
plagued with mental distress and attempted suicide a number of times) (The Art Story, 2016b).
However, new research in 2016 suggests that his brother Theo announced he was to be married, which
left Van Gogh feeling threatened, financially and emotionally (Kennedy, 2016)
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chief physician of the Salpêtrière, commissioned Géricault to create “Portraits
of the Insane’”(1822) [Fig. 16] to support the investigation into physiognomy
(Artble, 2016b)1213. The sisters, who are only identified by their affliction, seem
barely engaged. However, Géricault portrayed them sympathetically as
people who deserve attention and understanding; sensitive lighting, contrast
and painterly brushwork discouraged the then commonplace fear and
marginalisation within society. These paintings are some of the few in premodern art that do not caricature the insane, and could be considered
progressive.
As explored in Chapter One, mental health understanding (and in turn social
acceptance) flourished during the 20th century. However, the tendency to
keep mental illness hidden remained as it still fostered shame, distrust, and
fear within gossiping communities. Only recently has an open discussion
surrounding mental health arisen in which an increasing number of individuals
share personal stories to actively challenge common misconceptions. Artists
have contributed, consciously or not, to this breakdown of stigmatising
attitudes and ideas by sharing their stories visually.
A recognised and influential avant-garde New York artist, Yayoi Kusama later
built her studio opposite the Japanese psychiatric hospital in which she now
lives voluntarily. Her recognisable ‘dot-work’ pieces are driven by enduring
anxieties and hallucinations [Fig. 17]; “I translate the hallucinations and
obsessional images that plague me into sculptures and paintings” to try and
“cure my disease” (Sumpter, n.d; Buffenstein, 2016). Kusama is one of many
contemporary artists who directly relate their mental experiences to their
artmaking practice. Living predominantly in the community, Josephine King
paints journalistically regarding her bipolar disorder. Bold, stylised, full-length
self-portraits are bordered with honest thoughts which often prove unsettling
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The Salpêtrière was a women’s asylum in Paris, France. It is unknown if Georget treated Géricault as

a patient or not, although it is known Géricault suffered a breakdown in 1819, supposedly from
exhaustion after completing his acclaimed painting, ‘The Raft of the Medusa’. (Artble, 2016b)
13

Physiognomy held that mental disorders could be diagnosed by physical appearance, such as facial

characteristics. Although rejected by modern psychiatry, it built upon the Enlightened idea that mental
illness is an organic disease, and not due to theological or moral consequence (Highfield et al, 2009)
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also for the viewer [Fig. 18] (Riflemaker, 2014)14. Performance and multimedia artist Bobby Baker also documented her mental health journey in her
initially private “Diary Drawings” (began 1997) [Fig. 19]. Illustrating mental
crises and treatment on psychiatric wards, she found art to be a useful way of
communicating her feelings to others and in 2009, Baker exhibited her diary
and spoke openly about her experiences (Wellcome Collection, 2009). The
recent ‘Reclaiming Asylum’ exhibition at Bethlem Gallery invited current and
former patients to visually explore notions of ‘asylum’. Long-time service user
David Beales objectively raises issues of prejudice and associated problems
through drawing other patients and the environments in which he has been
institutionalised since the 1970s [Fig. 20]. Highlighting the complex dynamic
with staff and the expectations they have of patients, Beales shares the
intensity of psychiatric ward living whilst challenging the services that hold
power over the patients (Bethlem Gallery, n.d). Each of these artists, and the
many more not mentioned, have been brave and emotionally frank at a time
when mental health is still frequently misunderstood.
However, Melissa Spitz documents the mental recovery journey of her mother
Deborah, rather than her own. Using her camera to record Deborah’s bipolar
disorder, she admits (as her mother’s carer) that her series “You Have
Nothing to Worry About” (2009-ongoing) [Fig. 21] has been a therapeutic
process; “I used the camera as something to put up in front of my face instead
of looking at the situation in front of me, and it became very cathartic” (Frank,
2016). Their previously turbulent relationship strengthened through
developing this photographic language between them. Deborah
enthusiastically enjoys being ‘centre stage’ as her daughter captures the
moments that make most personal impact before sharing them online (Ibid;
Spitz, n.d); 43,200 Instagram followers also cheer on Deborah’s recovery,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Some of these thoughts can be quite graphic and upsetting, for example, “I AM BLEEDING INSIDE

MY BODY. IN MY MIND I AM SCREAMING FOR DEATH” and “MY SUICIDE ATTEMPT IN
DECEMBER 2005 ! HOSPITALISATION IN FRANCE ! I OVERDOSED + SLASHED MY WRISTS !
PSYCHOTIC !” surround two of her paintings. Other series of her works comment on her experiences
as a ‘paintress’ and ‘modern woman’, and how she feels viewed as a ‘selfish bitch’ for being a female
artist (Riflemaker, 2014).
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arguably providing her with a sense of empowerment1516. These photographs
speak candidly about what it is like to both personally experience and care for
someone with mental difficulties. Such truthful depictions of experience raise
awareness regarding the challenges of both living with and caring for mental
illness. Alternatively, illustrator Toby Allen approached mental health
understanding through educational character design. “Real Monsters” (2013)
[Fig. 22] confronts mental health stigma through visualisation and
metaphorical lore. Used by mental health charities and non-profit
organisations, this series has gone viral online to challenge stigma (Allen,
2016). Part of breaking long-enduring social dishonour is to raise awareness
and educate, which is exactly what artists like Spitz and Allen aim to achieve
concerning mental health.
Modern artists who challenge mental health stigmatization through openly and
honestly sharing their experiences visually have the advantage over their
predecessors. Traditional artists with mental illnesses undoubtedly created as
a means of self-expression and self exploration, but unfortunately their
‘madness’ often left them ostracised and unappreciated by the societies in
which they lived. In comparison, the contemporary artists discussed are
critically acclaimed, exhibit internationally and are respected for their work and
life experiences. Mental health awareness is on the rise in which art is one
piece of the fight in tackling mental health stigmatization. Art is a powerful,
instant and easily shareable way to challenge the out-dated ideas, common
misconceptions, the uncompassionate and undermining comments and
insensitive jokes still present today.
Most importantly, artists who are open about their experiences demonstrate to
others that mental illness need not disable an individual, but can instead
empower.
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Spitz appears to also photograph moments and behaviours that most upset her. Although reflecting

painful truths, it was photos such as these that inspired Deborah to stop drinking and get more help to
manage her mental illness (Frank, 2016).
16

!

Number of followers correct as of 15 February 2017 (Spitz, 2017).
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Comfort can be found knowing that to be ‘mad’ does not deny satisfaction,
creativity or success. Van Gogh famously identified with Wauters’ “The
Madness of Hugo van der Goes” (1872) [Fig. 23], finding solace, hope and
inspiration in the successful artist despite emotional hardships17. Francis
Bacon, in turn, idolised Van Gogh because he appreciated the creative value
of suffering, pertinent since his work often reflected the universal experience
of pain [Fig. 24] (Popova, 2014). Meaningful encouragement, hope and
creative inspiration can be found through identifying with an artist and/or their
work and should not be underestimated when applied to an individual’s
recovery journey.
The therapeutic art-making process of recognised works and the subsequent
sharing of them have shown to be progressive steps in developing the
understanding of both self and society, inspiring and informing others of what
it means to experience emotional difficulties whilst challenging
misconceptions and misrepresentations. Although the next chapter turns
away from established artists who have visualised, expressed and processed
their own mental health issues, ‘everyday artists’ with lived experience are
given precedence as the role of art within clinical healthcare is investigated.
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A Flemish 15 century painter, Hugo van der Goes joined the Red Cloister (a religious community)

before becoming ill, tortured by melancholic thoughts and feelings of worthlessness, failure and sin. He
found sanctuary in a monastery but still continued to paint (Jones, 2011)
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Fig. 5a: Magritte, Rene,
Meditation, (1937), oil on
canvas, 65 x 50cm

!
!

!
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Fig. 5b: Carrington,
Leonora, Evening
Conference, (c. 1949),
oil on canvas, 49.5 x
72.5 cm
!
!

!

Fig. 5c: Ernst, Max, A
Little Sick Horse’s Leg,
(1920), collage and
gouache on paper, 26 x
16cm
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This selection of Surrealist work demonstrates the influence that the
development of psychiatric understanding and psychology had upon the art of
the Surrealists. They were influenced by dreams, states of mind, personal
emotional experience and accessing the subconscious. Bizarre, fantastical
and dreamlike, Surrealists challenged the preconceptions and expectations of
the viewer through this type of imagery.
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Fig. 6: Pollock, Jackson, Autumn Rhythm (Number 30), (1950), Enamel on
canvas, 266.7 c 525.8 cm
!
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!! Fig. 7a: Goya y Lucientes,
!
! Francisco, The Straw Manikin,
! (1791-1792), Oil on canvas, 267
!
x 160 cm
!
!
!
!
!

!
Fig. 7b: Goya y Lucientes,
Francisco, Saturn Devouring his
Son, (1819-1823), mixed
method on mural transferred to
canvas, 143.5 x 81.4 cm

!
Comparing these two images, one an earlier work and the other from later, both typical of
Goya’s ‘periods’. The subject matter and palette becomes darker and the brushwork
much more expressive and loose as his mental illness advanced. It could be argued that
these later works reflect the vivid nightmares and psychotic delusions experienced in his
later years.
!
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Fig. 8: Blake, William, The Great Red Dragon and the Beast from the Sea,
(1805), pen and ink with watercolour over graphite, 40.1 x 35.6 cm
!
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Fig. 9: Munch, Edvard, The Scream, (1910), tempura and oil on cardboard,
91 x 74 cm
!
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Fig. 10: Rothko, Mark, Blue and Grey, (1962), oil on canvas, 193 x 175 cm
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Fig. 11a: Kirchner, Ernst

Fig. 11b: Kirchner, Ernst Ludwig,

Ludwig, Self Portrait with

Self-Portrait as a Soldier,

Model, (1907), oil on canvas,

(1915), oil on canvas, 69 x 61

150.4 x 100 cm

cm

!
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These works allow an appropriate comparison, as the subject matters are very
comparable. His earlier self-portrait, in which he looks healthy and happy as he dons
bright, cheerful clothes in a colourful studio with a feminine model, portrays a different life
compared to his post-war self-portrait. In the latter, he has depicted himself wearing in
military uniform, with lifeless eyes, sallow skin and an amputated hand, and his model,
which was so detailed and flirtatious in the previous painting, is now unimportant and
characterless in his studio. Perhaps the model is symbolic of his ability to appreciate the
beauty of the external world after the trauma of war. Kirchner did not serve in combat, and
did not lose any appendages, so this work cannot be taken in a literal sense; perhaps he
was realising the impact of the war on him as an artist, that the associated fear and
anxieties had, in effect, disabled him.
!
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Fig. 12: Dadd, Richard, The Fairy Feller’s Master-Stroke, (c. 1855), oil on
canvas, 39.4 x 54 cm
His poem, entitled “Elimination of a Picture and its subject – called The
Feller’s Master Stroke”, explained the presence of Shakespeare’s Oberon and
Titania, the main figures, including the Fairy Feller himself (centre), and that
the other onlookers represent the childhood game of ‘soldier, sailor, tinker,
tailor, ploughboy, apothecary, thief’.
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Fig. 13: Wain, Louis, Kaleidoscope Cats I – VIII, (1890s – 1910s), Pencils, chalk,
gouache on paper, various sizes (approx. 22.5 x 18 cm)
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Dr. Guttmann and Dr. Maclay, two doctors working at the Maudsley hospital during
the 1930’s, selected these images from Wain’s vast portfolio to illustrate the
progressive nature of Wains schizophrenia.!
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Fig. 14: Van Gogh, Vincent, Self Portrait with Bandaged Ear, (1889), oil on
canvas, 60 x 49 cm
!
He seems distant and melancholy, almost waxy in expression (an expression
recognised on psychiatric wards), but with an air of humanity and honesty as
he gazes towards himself with a deep truth. The white bandage is prominent
and highlights the personal importance of this event. It could be asked,
considering he was admitted in May 1899 (in Southern France), why he is
wearing a heavy coat and hat. Is he just cold, or is this another symptom of
his illness? Inappropriate clothing was once considered a symptom of mental
illness, especially schizophrenia.
!
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Fig. 15: Van Gogh, Vincent, Corridor in the Asylum, (1889), oil colour and
essence over black chalk on pink laid paper, 65 x 49 cm
!
Surprisingly bright in colour for institutions of the time, one could ask if the
décor was actually this cheery, or an interpretation of Van Gogh’s positive
attitude towards the place. A single ghostly figure walks into a room on the
left, paying no attention to the viewer – perhaps the asylum was a place of
solitude for Van Gogh, a welcome break from the society that made petitions
to oust him from their communities.
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Fig. 16: Géricault, Jean-Louis Theodore, Woman with a Gambling Mania,
(1822), oil on canvas, 77 x 64 cm
!
Géricault painted a series of monomaniacs (where mental disturbance centres
on a particular facet of life), only five of which are known to survive: this
painting, Woman with a Gambling Mania, and four more; A Child Snatcher, A
Woman Suffering from Obsessive Envy, A Kleptomaniac and A Man Suffering
from Delusions of Military Command.
!
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Fig. 17: Kusama, Yayoi, Infinity Dots, (1987), acrylic on canvas,
53.3 x 45.7 cm
!
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Fig. 18: King, Josephine, This Isn’t Living, (2009), ink on paper, 100 x 70 cm
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Fig. 19: Baker, Bobby, Diary Drawings (Day 25), (n.d, late 20th century),
unspecified media on paper, 21 x 29 cm
!
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Fig. 20: Beales, David, Industrial Therapy, (n.d, late 20th century), unspecified
media, unspecified dimensions
!
The faces in Beales images turn to or look straight at the viewer in an almost
confrontational manner – perhaps the subjects are challenging those who
hold the power over them in psychiatric services. Beales illustrations remind
services that this is life for people in psychiatric care, and that it’s tough to not
have control over your own life.
!
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Fig. 21: Spitz, Melissa, Mom’s Appendectomy, (2013), photographic print,
unspecified dimensions
!
One image from an ongoing series titled ‘You Have Nothing to Worry About’.
Some of the works in the series, such as this one, demonstrate how difficult
and challenging it can be to see your mother behave inappropriately due to
mental illness.
!
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Fig. 22: Allen, Toby, Real Monsters (Anorexia Nervosa), (2015), digital
illustration, unspecified dimensions
!
This is one image from a series of illustrations that depict mental health issues
with symbolic characters and context. The others in the series are titled:
Borderline Personality Disorder, Dissociative Identity Disorder, Anxiety,
Depression, Avoidant Personality Disorder, Paranoia, Schizophrenia, Social
Anxiety, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder,
Bipolar, Selective Mutism, Sleep Disorder, Misophonia and Body Dysmorphic
Disorder.
!
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Fig. 23: Wauters, Emile, The Madness of Hugo van der Goes, (1872), oil on
canvas, 186 x 275 cm
!
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Fig. 24: Bacon, Francis, Head VI, (1949), oil on canvas, 93.2 x 76.5cm
!
Painting held at Ferens Art Gallery, Hull, UK (correct as of February 2017).
Original image unavailable as photography was forbidden at the exhibition.
!
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Chapter Three
Recovery Through Art
Drawing upon the historical context of mental health understanding and the
related role of artists provided throughout the previous chapters, this section
focuses on the role of art within mental health recovery. The modern recovery
framework, the psychiatric recognition of art, the drive to create and the
efficiency of art as therapy will be explored, before new qualitative research
(involving case studies, testimonies and interviews) is thematically analysed
alongside existing literature/studies to determine if art can be used to foster
mental health recovery.
a) ‘Recovery’ within a 21st century context
To understand the relationship between art and mental health recovery, it is
imperative to first understand the modern context of ‘recovery’. The ‘Recovery
Approach’ is a relatively new concept within mental health care. Beginning as
a user/survivor movement in the late 1990s, people who had experienced
mental illnesses came together to support each other’s recovery. Since then,
it has developed into a system of organisational care championed and
implemented by ImROC1. This approach challenges many of the out-dated
staff attitudes and language used within mental health care to better empower
the people they serve.
Services operate using positivity, respect, humour, personality, honesty and
individuality to build compassionate therapeutic relationships, instead of
employing traditional, paternalistic and authoritarian methods of patient
‘management’. Recovery services consist of both professionals and people
with ‘lived experience’ to develop care and understanding; professionals with
mental health issues are encouraged to appropriately share their experiences

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1

ImROC (Implementing Recovery Through Organisational Change) works alongside providers of care

to challenge outdated organizational attitudes and deliver relevant and useful ways of working within the
Recovery Approach (ImROC, 2017).
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to empathise and inspire individuals. This holistic approach to mental health
care promotes the central tenants of hope, opportunity and control.
This social-model does not rely on professional prescriptive intervention to
achieve a complete cessation of symptoms. Instead, professionals work
alongside service users in equal partnership to identify and use existing
strengths to achieve person-centred goals based on the individuals
understanding of ‘recovery’. The absence of symptoms is not the ultimate
goal, meaningful life satisfaction, personal growth and the management of
symptoms are instead. No longer considered a failure, relapse is
compassionately accepted as something that may happen during an
individual’s recovery journey and is nothing to feel shameful about; service
users are also encouraged to plan for relapse in case it should happen.
Individuals are not referred to as ‘(mental) patients’, but by name, as people
who just happen to also experience mental difficulties; ‘service user’ or
‘individual’ is the preferred terminology. Professionals are there to encourage,
motivate, guide and foster hope but the service user directs their own care
plan to ultimately achieve responsibility for their own lives2. A common UK
care-planning tool is ‘The Mental Health Recovery Star™’ (Appendix 1), which
helps service users and staff to co-productively assess ten areas of the
individual’s life, prioritising action and identifying help required. Positive goalplanning tools like these can be utilised as required throughout the individual’s
recovery journey.
Although popular amongst service users, there are criticisms to this
compassionate approach. Since recovery aims are so personalised, there is
no agreed framework in which to guide methodological research; therefore, it
is difficult to collate evidence to its efficacy. This could be problematic since
practitioners and policy makers may be already resistant to change,
accustomed to the established medical meaning of recovery in which
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2

Under UK laws, when the individual lacks capacity, they, their carers and/or healthcare professionals

are protected under the Mental Capacity Act 2005, so long as all decisions are made in the individuals
‘best interests’ (Rethink, n.d)
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medication dominates and the professionals “know best”. Medication and
institutional intervention may be necessary within personal recovery, but if
used too prescriptively it could hinder therapeutic relationships and recovery.
Modern compulsory treatment and demonstrations of institutional force
oppose the recovery-orientated goal of reclaiming control over one’s life
(Spandler et al, 2007; Slade et al, 2014)3.
However, criticisms often concern the out-dated attitudes of staff as opposed
to ‘Recovery’ in practice. The recovery approach has created an
organisational shift in the way that treatment is provided; no longer are
‘lunatics’ second-class citizens subject to institutional abuse, but individuals
sharing and embracing lived experience whilst using their strengths to achieve
meaningful, personal goals with the support of others.
b) Art and Psychiatry
To comprehend the role of art within the clinical arena, it is important to first
acknowledge when and how art became recognised in the field of psychiatry.
Chapter One explained the historical, second-class treatment of the mentally
ill. However, when unlicensed French physician Phillipe Pinel began
unchaining patients at the Bicêtre asylum in 1797, he founded what became a
widespread 19th century movement known as the ‘moral treatment’45. Radical
for the time, Pinel argued that humanity, kindness and occupation should be
employed instead of chains and punishment; William Tuke founded the York
Retreat in 1796 with similar ideals, emphasising respect and compassion
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3

Examples of modern compulsory treatment and institutional force can include the use of physical

restraint, use of low-stimulus areas (and seclusion), rapid chemical sedation, force-feeding and
observation. These should only be used lawfully, and when the person is at risk to themselves or others,
and never as a form of punishment or fear. Other types could include sectioning under the Mental
Health Act, restricted leave from a ward, community treatment orders, restrictive practice and
Electroconvulsive Therapy. All interventions must be lawful and with the persons ‘best interest’ at the
heart of the decision; individuals can often appeal their treatment and have rights to independent
advocacy under UK Mental Health Law.
4

Interestingly, and often omitted from the history books, is that it was in fact Pinel’s assistant, Poussin

(also a ex-patient of the Bicêtre) who began to unchain patients. Although Pinel acknowledged
Poussins’s involvement, he is largely forgotten in history (Science Museum, n.d).
5

The Bicêtre was a hospital in the southern suburbs of Paris, France, and throughout it’s history it was

an orphanage, a prison, an asylum and a hospital (Science Museum, n.d)
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towards patients (Science Museum, n.d; Trent, 2016). Institutional promotion
of meaningful activity and practical learning through work and leisure
developed the field of Occupational Therapy6. Simultaneously, the emerging
Arts and Crafts movement expressed the need for autonomy, freedom, social
reform and general wellbeing in a growing industrialised society; the masses
slowly began to champion the rights of man. Many of the post mid-1800s
artists identified in Chapter Two were encouraged to paint by their doctors,
and this is because these revolutionary developments endorsed ward
creativity.
Early psychiatrists showed an interest in art. Freud and Jung were both
collectors, the latter developing much of his work around archetypal
symbology. He considered that art, an expression of innate mystery, could be
interpreted like a dream7. Art featured heavily within his own self-analysis and
that of his clients (Eisdell, 2005). Psychiatrist Herman Rorschach’s showed
early interest in art; Klecksography later influenced his psychoanalytic inkblot
investigations8. Rorschach combined his creative and psychoanalytical
understanding once discovering the work of Szyman Hens, becoming the first
to research individual projection onto arbitrary stimuli by creating his
controversial 10 card “Rorschach inkblot test” [Fig. 25](Bio., 2016)9.
Continued clinical observation showed that art appeared to benefit the
mentally ill within increasingly holistic ward environments. Psychiatrists were
already seeking links between art and the artist’s illness through artwork
analysis when asylum volunteers in the 1940-50s further convinced them of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6

Occupational Therapy promotes independence and meaningful activity within self-care, productivity

and leisure by offering “practical support to enable people to facilitate recovery and overcome any
barriers that prevent them from doing the activities…that matter to them”(College of Occupational
Therapists, 2011)
7

Jung’s ‘Archetypes’ can be considered to be the shared, unconscious concepts that infiltrate the

collective conscious (almost like a collective set of memories and ideas), often appearing as
reappearing and easily recognisable themes, characters and symbols in our dreams and culture (ie. a
‘damsel in distress’ or the ‘nurturing mother’) (Psychology World, 2017).
8

A Swiss childhood game, Klecksography is the process of making images from inkblots. Rorschach

was nicknamed “Klecks” due to his apparent obsession with the game (Bio., 2016)
9

!

Szyman Hens attempted to use inkblot cards to study the fantasies of his clients (Britannica, 2009)
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the value of art as therapy and Art Psychotherapy, which will be later
examined, emerged as a result.
c) The Therapeutic Value of Art
Little has been written specifically on the correlation between the recovery
approach (as identified in the first section) and art-making.
However, this will be investigated using a multi-disciplinary approach through
combining relevant theories into why art-making is considered therapeutic,
existing related clinical studies, and new recovery-orientated research that
emphasises the experiential voice of the service user regarding therapeutic
art-making in practice.
(i) The Need to Make a Mark
Prehistoric cave drawing right up until the recent explosion of ‘mindfulness
colouring’ evidences an instinctual drive to make marks. Considering the
motivation behind this human effort may provide insight as to how art could
impact upon and be applied to good mental wellbeing. Countless theorists
have offered hypothesis about the creative part of human nature. Charles
Darwin, for example, argued that creativity (ie. problem solving) is a form of
adaptation in order to survive the natural selection process (Lubart, 2007,
p.24), although this doesn’t answer why art is made outside of survival
parameters. Behaviourists find this type of novel creativity difficult to explain
(Gross, 2010, p.17).
There are various approaches to understanding how people are creative; for
example, pragmatists are interested in it’s practical applications, whereas
psychometricists and cognitivists may investigate cerebral processes. This
discussion, however, uses psychological and sociological approaches to
query the why.
Lubart (2007, p.6) argue that creativity is simply pursued out of an intrinsic
need for order and achievement; this (healthy) desire to master one’s
environment helps achieve one’s “fullest perceptual, cognitive and expressive
potential” (Collins and Amabile, 2007, p.297). Despite Maslow (1943, 1959,
!
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1968) acknowledging that not all creativity is self-actualising (drive to fulfil
one’s potential), as described by Rogers (1954), he argued that selfactualised creativity is a spontaneous expression once base needs have been
satisfied (cited in Ibid)10.
Freud believed creative sublimation was the cornerstone of civilised life, art
and culture, arising from the tension between conscious reality and
unconscious need11. Jung believed art-making was beneficial and significant
to the individuation process, applying it within his own self-analysis and that of
his clients (Eisdell, 2005)12. Following Jung’s concepts of archetypal
symbology, Art Psychotherapists Lusebrink and Kagin proposed the
Expressive Therapies Continuum in 1978, suggesting that art making may
activate a symbolic exploration of memory and related emotions (Lusebrink,
2004)13. This can “contribute to an individual’s growth and further the
development and understanding of self and others” (Ibid, p.131). A twenty-five
year study of highly creative women supported this theory, suggesting that
art-making gave way to increased self-understanding, personal order and
control and effective emotion regulation (Cangelosi and Schaefer, 1992). The
self-awareness created through image making, born through the figurative
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10

Maslow’s ‘Hierarchy of Needs’ developed through an attempt to systemize human motivation,

although he acknowledged that all personalities follow his suggested hierarchy. The base needs,
involving physiological (ie. hunger/thirst), safety, belongingness and esteem needs must be met before
moving onto the growth needs of understanding, aesthetical appreciation, self-actualisation (selffulfillment) and self-transcendence (connecting to something past the ego, or helping others) (Huitt,
2007). Art and art-making would fall amongst these growth needs.
11

Freud thought that artists in particular possessed powerful instinctual (and often socially

unacceptable) desires that stimulated insanity as they preferred the wishful, fantastical constructs of
their art instead of reality. However, he continued to argue that an artist’s ultimate fulfilment was found
during the path back from fantasy to reality, which could also be achieved through art (Freud, 1973,
p.423; Eisdell, 2005; Lubart, 2007).
12

The Individuation process, according to Jung, was a “process of self realisation, the discovery and

experience of meaning and purpose in life; the means by which one finds oneself and becomes who
one really is” (Schmidt, 2017).
13

The Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC) is a creative functioning model, built upon existing

understanding of information processing and human development, which can be applied inside and out
of a controlled therapeutic environment. “Creative exploration can occur on any level of the ETC and
involves the interaction of both hemispheres. An important part of creative activity is the excitement and
pleasure of involvement, which in itself can be healing” (Lusebrink, 2004)
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illustration of one’s self, builds bridges between the inner realm of the maker
and external reality as it transforms unconscious material into conscious
awareness and resolves difficult feelings (De Petrillo and Winner, 2005;
Guttmann and Regev, 2004).
Although it is worth remembering that academic reasoning is often viewed
according to the analyst’s theoretical position, we can easily recognise how
these concepts could be applied within clinical mental health recovery, as
often employed by registered Art Therapists.
(ii) Art in Clinical Practice
Art Therapy (AT) rose independently in Britain and America as a distinct
approach to clinical care. In the 1940s, artist Adrian Hill was being treated for
tuberculosis. When he encouraged fellow sanatorium patients to paint, he saw
the positive impact this had upon individual recovery. Once recovered, Hill
worked with artist Edward Adamson to implement Art Therapy, this new “noninterventionist” approach where art is used as a psychotherapeutic tool, into
British mental wards until he retired in 198114. Concurrently, psychologists
Margaret Naumburg and Edith Kramer developed the American
understanding of AT, encouraging free association in art (Art Therapy Journal,
n.d)15. Further research and publications from subsequent Art Therapists
developed clinical understanding and theories that surround AT into the
person-centred profession that today promotes emotional wellbeing through
symbolic achievement, expression and personal growth in order to transfer
these coping strategies into real life (Tate et al, 2002)16. Studies also suggest
that AT generally promotes a relaxed mood and increased problem solving
skills (Dilawari and Tripathi, 2014). AT is especially effective in treating
veterans with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (Hines-Martin and Isling, 1993)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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“Non-interventionist” proposes art is created for self-expression as opposed for it to be

psychoanalysed and interpreted by a professional.
15

Free association in an Art Therapy context encourages the client to analyse their own artwork to form

their own personal interpretations.
16

st

According to the British Association of Art Therapists, 21 century art therapy: is a form of

psychotherapy that uses art media as its primary mode of expression and communication. Within this
context, art is not used as a diagnostic tool but as a medium to address emotional issues which may be
confusing and distressing” (British Association of Art Therapists, n.d)
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and people with Personality Disorders, a client group often regarded as
‘treatment-resistant’ by professionals. The research demonstrates that the
latter favoured AT for emotion exploration above other therapeutic
intervention as they felt in control but were challenged. They presenting
improved impulse and emotion regulation, increased control, social
functioning, positive behaviour and self-awareness, strengthened identity and
self-esteem and the heightened ability to examine feelings prior to acting on
them after engaging in AT (Haeyen et al, 2015).
However, distinct from AT, and perhaps much more accessible to the average
person, is the original concept of art as therapy. In psychiatric care,
Occupational Therapy teams run frequent art groups for patients, not only to
alleviate boredom, give distraction and conduct occupational assessments,
but also to allow individuals the creative freedom to express themselves.
These creative approaches overlap, but Art Therapy focuses on
psychotherapeutic development and the art-making process, where
therapeutic Arts and Crafts activities generally promote the finished result.
A sign of quality care, art within medical settings lend hospitals/wards a sense
of identity and belonging, especially when created by the patients themselves.
Research demonstrates that seeing and sharing finished works increase
satisfaction and self-respect amongst patients. Furthermore, when the
creative abilities of patients were recognised, their quality of life increased and
the environment was perceived to be calmer due to the decrease of
challenging behaviour on the ward (Miles, 1994).
Those responsible for healthcare budgets, understandably, demand that the
limited money available is spent on treatments with proven efficacy; in an
evidence-based healthcare system that prefers quantitative results, the
evidence in this field is predominantly qualitative and/or limited due to the
personal, developmental and sometimes private nature of art-making. This
may mean that arts therapies are left undervalued and unrecognised. To
empirically single out the effectiveness of art compared to other interventions
within mental health recovery is almost impossible since other treatments may
!
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be offered simultaneously: to separate, quantify and compare the outcomes of
each received intervention would be unreasonable, and possibly meaningless.
If an individual genuinely feels art has made a positive impact upon their
recovery journey, surely that is testament enough to its significance. The
under-researched field of therapeutic art achieved outside clinical aims,
instinctively practised by many to maintain good mental wellbeing, is not
factored into data analysing the clinical need for art provision; art may well
more under-represented than first realised, and therefore, under-funded within
modern healthcare delivery.
Although it is recognised that art may not always be therapeutic, it can be
understood that creativity promotes hope, optimism, purpose, self-identity and
symptom management, and can develop both intrapersonal and interpersonal
skills during personal recovery (Jakovljević, 2013)17. Having established the
findings of key research in this area, first hand qualitative research will now
add to the discourse of this discussion into the effects of art upon mental
wellbeing.
(iii) The ‘Recovery Through Art’ Exhibition
Arising from an informal pin-up of work on a psychiatric unit and curated by
the writer using the recovery approach, Humber NHS Foundation Trust (HFT)
service users were invited to consentually display their artwork within the
‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition (the literature of which can be found in
Appendices 2-5). Aiming to promote mental health recovery, challenge stigma
and applaud the achievements of the artists, benefits were to be made by first
making the work (creative expression), discussing it with others (reflection)
and displaying it publically (self-esteem, social inclusion, pride and
confidence).

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Individuals, especially adults, may find that difficult and unmanageable emotions arise during art

activity or that pre-existing associations and beliefs/perceptions of the self or ability, which foster
reluctance or hinder creative involvement, may mean that art is not always therapeutic, at least only
initially if given appropriate support. Phrases such as “I can’t draw”, “I hated art at school”, “I’m not
creative” and “Art is for kids” may demonstrate these feelings.
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The launch event (for a full personal account see Appendix 6) attracted 120
people consisting of artists, families, staff and special guests [Fig. 26]; they
were then asked to submit an honest account of their experience (see
Appendix 7. Initial comments excluded the research can be found in Appendix
8).
Combining personal and professional perspectives, four service user, five
guest and twelve staff accounts were received (Appendices 9-11)18. All
twenty-one accounts are overwhelmingly positive, but a number of themes
and significant ideas are evident throughout this qualitative data.
Respondents enjoyed the event, reporting feelings of pride, inspiration,
encouragement and compassion towards themselves and others. In selfreflection, some commented that the exhibition challenged personal
expectations in relation to mental health and art itself, helping to overcome
personal, institutional and societal barriers. Respondents described the
positive staff and service user interaction and applauded the feeling of
community that the exhibition provided. Service users in particular reported a
sense of improved self-esteem, self-worth and confidence, hoping for another
event like this in the future. Further anecdotal accounts report that therapeutic
relationships were strengthened between attendees, and many who attended
the exhibition have either began or continued to pursue art. These reports
suggest that people from multiple backgrounds found the exhibition
meaningful in various ways. The project not only achieved the outcomes it set
to accomplish, such as challenging preconceptions and promoting feelings of
confidence and self-esteem, but also surpassed them; the strengthened
relationships and sense of community felt, for example, is in line with the
recovery approach as established in the first section.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The limited response is acknowledged, as under a fifth of attendees replied. Most attendees were

contacted as some were unreachable within the means available. 61.9% of the 21 respondents had a
positive or very positive, pre-existent relationship with the writer, which could have influenced their
response. This does not in any way dismiss the validity of their words, but it should be considered in
evaluating the research. The other 38.1% did not know the writer directly at time of their writing.
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Whilst service users shared their stories visually at the exhibition, Hull artist
Doug Smelt spoke openly about them. During a subsequent interview with
him (see Appendix 12), he reiterates that art kept him focused on recovery
during an increasingly difficult part of his life, and later, the confidence to
share his experiences to “help and give hope”. The goal to become a working
artist prevented him from committing suicide and motivated him to challenge
his perceptions. Now “everyday… is an achievement” in which his quality of
life is better than what it was beforehand. Doug is arguably not alone in
experiencing the healing power in art; some exhibition accounts identified with
this experience, saying his story gave them hope and motivation. The sharing
of first-hand experience to offer support is central to the Recovery approach,
and underlined the aims of the exhibition.
Despite the positive outcome of the well-intended exhibition, some ethical
criticisms could be made about the exhibition itself. ‘Outsider Art’ evokes
fascination, a chance to pry into the minds of the insane; is it a socially
acceptable way to gawk at the mentally ill, instead of paying tuppence at an
asylum19? It is perhaps a cynical view, but could apply to those less
compassionate towards mental illness. Some may ask if those who lacked
capacity knew what they were signing when consent forms were given, or if
the HFT exploited service users for a publicity stunt considering the Trust is
seldom portrayed kindly by local media. In a time when NHS budgets are
always decreasing as need increases, how can a lavish event such as the
‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition be justified as a ‘good use of tax payers
money’?
Some may still also question the role of sharing art within mental health
recovery. Since society has recently opened up the discussion surrounding
mental health, is this type of Outsider Art simply a fad? Is the art more
interesting because we know they’re ‘mad’? Do galleries and curators
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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‘Outsider Art’, developing in its modern context from art brut (Raw Art), refers to self-taught artworks

that are derived from personal depths, untouched by artistic culture and ‘beyond the boundaries of the
mainstream art world’. ‘Outsider’ also often refers to those who have experienced difficulties ‘outside’ of
‘normal’ circumstances, such as poverty, mental illness or prison life (Zimmerman, n.d).
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eventually capitalise on this, assuming the artist becomes recognised? But
are they known for their talent or their insanity?
However, perhaps the most important element of art within recovery is the
process itself, regardless if it becomes public or not. The following
observational case studies focus on the art-making process within safe
environments as opposed to public exhibition, but they may further emphasise
how art can support recovery approach principles and within individual
recovery journeys.
(iv) Observational Case Studies
Seven qualitative case studies, obtained after working at the HFT’s Westlands
Psychiatric Unit for over two years, have been compiled in response to both
structured and spontaneous arts activities (see Appendix 13)20. Four more
have derived through the HFT’s Recovery College’s ‘Wellbeing Through
Creativity’ groups over the course of five months (see Appendix 14 and 15)21.
Creative and supportive health professionals supported both groups.
Similar themes were found within these eleven case studies as was found in
the ‘Recovery Through Art’ accounts. Despite the acknowledged limitations,
these case studies suggest that art activity fostered self-confidence, trust in
others, the ability to problem-solve and challenge negative preconceptions
and maladaptive behaviours22.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Westlands is an 18 bed, acute psychiatric treatment unit for working age females in Hull, UK, under

the Humber NHS Foundation Trust (HFT).
21

The Humber NHS Foundation Trust’s (HFT) Recovery College promotes the central tenants of the

‘recovery approach’ by providing hope, opportunity and control in an educational setting within the
community. Tutors, who often have lived experience themselves, write and teach courses on subjects
requested by the service user community and are supported by ‘Peer Support’ workers (people with
lived experience). For more information, please see Appendix 15.
22

Considered limitations to this type of study include: the case studies predominantly derive from

memory (which can be unreliable, inaccurate and ‘rose-tinted’), the subjects, all female (who some may
argue are more open to creative activity), often had a strong, therapeutic relationship with writer and
were selected from a number of service user experiences to support the arguments made, and the
emotive connection with the experience may have influenced the style of writing when presenting the
case study. This is not to undermine the apparent experiences of each service user in any way, but
merely to recognise the filters placed upon informal observations by researchers.
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Strong therapeutic relationships enhanced creative development and
understanding of self; staff were occasionally relied upon when the art-making
process conjured emotional difficulty, but thanks to the support given they
were able to learn from the experience and move forward within their
recovery2324. Although art-making was occasionally challenging for
individuals, the overall benefits outweighed the difficulties experienced.
Applying art within healthcare, as demonstrated within the research
conducted, appears to advance meaningful and individualised mental health
recovery.
Considering both the primary and secondary evidence presented, people
engage in creative activity because they simply enjoy the process and engage
freely because they feel any number of the positive effects identified earlier
within this chapter. The recovery approach promotes choice, meaning if the
person wants to participate in something artistic, whether it’s painting a
hospital mural, exhibiting their work or drawing independently at home, that
demonstrates the activity has meaning for them. They have the choice to
pursue art-making again, to share it or keep it private. And it is this choice,
that free will to participate in meaningful creative activity that empowers
individuals, giving them control over their illness, nurtures their abilities
through opportunity and promotes hope within their individual recovery.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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It is recognised that this is traditionally in the realm of qualified Art Therapists. However, situations of

this manner frequently arise within all aspects of mental health care to both qualified and unqualified
professionals, potentially more so within arts-based activities.
24

In this study, unqualified staff (or any qualified staff) did not make clinical judgements or assessments

of the artwork, as this can be misinterpreted, unfairly documented and detrimental to care planning and
personal recovery. Although it shouldn’t happen, the potential is there for unqualified staff to do so
generally.!
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Fig. 25: Rorschach, Hermann, Rorschach Test, (1921), ink on card, unspecified dimensions
!
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!
Fig. 26a: Saunders,
Lauren, Exhibition
Entrance View, (2016),
original photograph,
unspecified dimensions!
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Fig. 26b: Saunders,
Lauren, Exhibition Far
Corner, (2016), original
photograph, unspecified
dimensions!

!
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Fig. 26c: Saunders,
Lauren, Exhibition Near
Corner, (2016), original
photograph, unspecified
dimensions!

!
These images illustrate the gallery space at Kardomah94 once the Recovery Through Art
exhibition artwork was in place, a few hours prior to the launch event and during the
event itself. These images do not show every piece of art exhibited, but gives an
indication of the space and the atmosphere.
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Conclusion
This dissertation has sought to explore the relationships between art and
mental wellbeing. As described in Chapter One, religion, cultural belief and
socio-politics have influenced the evolution of psychiatry into the
understanding and treatment applied today within Western clinical mental
health care. However, common psychiatric models may not always promote
meaningful recovery, could be open to institutional and governmental abuse
and potentially misdiagnose, further disable, devastate and alienate, hindering
individual recovery journeys as defined in Chapter Three.
Coercive clinical practices (ie. physical and chemical restraint) can cause
individuals to be mistrustful and frightened of mental health services, even if
the help is needed. Services must be responsive to the communities in need
who reject them; trust could be rebuilt through informal drop-in’s and inclusive
activities, for example.
A professional diagnosis can provide relief and self-understanding, but the
potential negative impact a diagnosis could have upon an individual and the
way they are viewed (by both themselves and the rest of society) must be
recognised more. Although not as prevalent as say, 30 years ago, thanks to
the recent open discussion, education and awareness raised surrounding
mental wellbeing, the mentally ill are still seen as being ‘dangerous’. As
explored in Chapter Two however, artists can, have, and will continue to
challenge the stigma surrounding mental health by sharing and expressing
their experiences through art, consciously or otherwise.
Influential in this on-going and reflective ‘Mental Health Enlightenment’, the
visual arts provide quick, relatable information that is now instantly shared and
appreciated through social media. The overlap between professional and
‘outsider’ art is often blurred online which only demonstrates the value placed
‘mental experience inspired’ art by society.
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Art is still considerably undervalued within services despite being a clinically
appreciated outlet for distress and meaningful occupation. Part of the
professional modern healthcare role should be to recognise, celebrate and
encourage therapeutic use of their clients’ talents. Independent engagement
with arts provision (in contrast to staff referral) promotes control within a
meaningful, satisfying life. Mental health trained artists/mentors with lived
experience should be employed to inspire and encourage art for art’s sake
outside the clinical aims of Occupational and Art Therapies, for example,
within Recovery Colleges. Open studio spaces and frequent events (such as
‘The Recovery Through Art’ exhibition) are needed for service users (and
staff) to hone and celebrate their creative abilities and inspire independent art
practice.
Staff and service users may find it difficult to adjust to this complementary
approach to implementing recovery values, but the results suggest it would be
effective in managing mental wellbeing and would be welcomed by the
service user community. This approach would likely provide a forum of
valuable peer-support, supporting those who are mistrustful of the more
traditional approach.
Future investigations that are under-researched and under-represented and
would benefit from further inquiry could include the effects of independent artmaking outside of traditional clinical aims, art-making as a preventative
intervention and recovery-orientated community art groups/artist sessions in
open studios, as suggested above. If the efficacy of these relatively low-cost,
low-maintenance, preventative and community-based projects can be
established, the prevalent and growing need for mental health support could
be better addressed.
As discussed in Chapter Three, art especially lends itself to the recovery
approach, where self-expression, choice and identity hold value. Testimonies,
case studies and interviews via the HFT have accentuated what the clinical
research suggests (despite studies being geared predominantly towards Art
Therapy) and what creative health professionals and artists already
!
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experience day-to-day. Art is a powerful tool in promoting a meaningful life to
those experiencing mental difficulty and as such lends itself to the Recovery
Approach, providing the forum for achievable goal setting and symptom
management and control, opportunities for increased self esteem, confidence
and self-awareness (both privately and through the exhibition of work) and the
appreciation and identification of successful artists with lived experience can
inspire hope and meaning. Art-making creates a visual vocabulary in which
people can share their experiences to guide others and educate, which in turn
challenges the stigma surrounding mental health. Despite the limitations of
the research, it has suggested that art may not be a ‘cure’, but it can make a
difficult life significantly more manageable, and can be an effective way to
communicate internal realities and experiences to oneself and to the world.
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Appendix 1: Excerpts from the
‘The Mental Health Recovery Star™’ Tool
The following phrases and excerpts are directly from the 'Mental Health
Recovery Star™: User Guide' (images have been scanned and edited for
ease of viewing) as if offers an overall understanding on how a tool such as
this can be used to aid within mental health recovery. Personal comments
and/or explanations are in italics.
“The Mental Health Recovery Star makes it possible to capture evidence
while enabling users and workers to discuss important issues and to assess
where they are now and where they are going. This exemplifies our values as
we work for a society in which all people with mental health concerns have the
right to get the support they need from a wide diversity of providers.
The Recovery Star:
•

Values service user perspectives and enables empowerment and
choice

•

Supports recovery and social inclusion

•

Is holistic, and covers dimensions linked to recovery” (p.1)

“Recovery usually means changing things in a number of areas of your life so
that things work better for you. Making changes isn’t easy but understanding
how change works can help. Many people who are recovering from mental
illness have found it useful to think about recovery as a journey with different
stages. They find it helps to think about which stage they are in and to get a
picture of where they are on their journey. We use the Recovery Star to help
in this.
“The Recovery Star looks at ten areas of your life:

!

•

Managing Mental Health

•

Relationships

•

Physical health and self-care

•

Addictive Behaviour

•

Living skills

•

Responsibilities

•

Social networks

•

Identity and self-esteem

•

Work

•

Trust and hope
79!

“For each of these areas there is a ladder to help you work out where you
are on your journey for that area of your life. Although all the ladders are
different (not shown within this dissertation), they follow the same pattern
with the same five stages.” (p.2)
Service users identify where they are on the ‘Ladder of Change’ (right) and
plot their result for each area onto the Recovery Star (below). Service users,
with or without staff support, then set goals in accordance with their star
chart.
Due to the easy-to use, visual format of the star, service
users and staff can revisit the star as necessary and re-plot
changes made and any improvements – it allows progress
to become instantly visible, which can
really help during an individuals
recovery journey.

Resource: MacKeith, J. and Burns, S. (2011) 'Mental Health Recovery Star™:
User Guide', Second Edition, London: Mental Health Providers Forum
!
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Appendix 2:
The ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition Call for Artists poster
This poster was distributed throughout the Humber NHS Trust Psychiatric InPatient, Rehabilitation and Community Services between Winter 2015 until
Summer 2016.
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M
Yes, of course you can!

YOU (yes, you!) are invited to submit visual artworks to be displayed in an
Art exhibition at Kardomah94 this August! (date TBC)
The theme is RECOVERY,

a broad starting point that can be interpreted however you want!

You don’t have to be a Picasso, Van Gogh or Tracey Emin to enter, but so long as you put in a

little bit of effort in a way that’s meaningful to you, that’s better for this project than

&
Things to know
how to enter

anything displayed in the Tate!
The exhibition is open to everyone, of all backgrounds and artistic ability
who are accessing mental health services in Hull and East Riding—this can
include in-patient, rehabilitation and community services.

All Artwork will be considered for exhibition– this can include drawing, painting, sculpture,
print, photography,… the list is endless! Digital works (shorts, animations etc) may be considered but
not guaranteed to be shown continuously— but stills of these works are encouraged as these can be displayed. Installation pieces will not be accepted due to space restrictions.

You can submit up to five art pieces (but please be aware that if there is a large response
one or two pieces will be selected to make it fair) - works will be selected and curated by
local artists and service users.
All your art works submitted will at all times remain your property, are on your terms, and
you can withdraw from this project at any time.
Those leading the project will contact you with further details when they become available
(so you can invite everyone and show off how fab you are!). There will be a launch event which artists,
friends and families are invited to come!
The Exhibition Submission Form, is available from your NHS Humber Trust point of contact
(this might be your OT, Activity Team, Care Co, Nurse...) who can support you in deciding what to create and in entering. Alternatively, email laurensaunders1@nhs.net for some support!

DEADLINE: Sun 31st July! (no excuses!) ...So go on, GET CREATING!!
For all other enquiries, please contact Lauren at Westlands on 01482 335 645

Appendix 3:
The ‘Recovery Through Art’ consent form
All contributing artists were required to complete and send in this doublesided consent form before any art would be accepted into the exhibition.
These were kept safe in a secure, locked cabinet on Trust property at all
times, and all of the completed forms have now been destroyed (February
2017), in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
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!
!
Your%NHS%Humber%Trust%Point%of%Contact:%____________________________________________%
%

To!you!_________________________(the!wonderful!artist),!
We!hope!you’re!keeping!well!!!
Good!news!!The!NHS!Humber!Foundation!Trust!is!interested!in!potentially!displaying!your!work(s)!of!art!in!an!
exhibition!at!Kardomah94!(in!Hull)!in!the!late!summer.!!You!can!submit!more!than!one!piece!(no!more!than!5),!
but!please!bear!in!mind!that!if!we!have!lots!of!work!submitted,!work!will!be!selected!to!make!it!fair!to!other!
participants.!The!theme!is!‘Recovery’,!so!interpret!that!how!you!wish!!
If!you!consent!to!this,!please!complete!the!form!below!and!hand!back!to!your!point!of!contact!(this!could!be!
an!Occupational!Therapist,!Care!CoQOrdinator,!Community!Nurse,!Support!Worker!etc).!Please!leave!details!of!
at!least!one!form!of!contact;!that!way,!we!can!tell!you!about!the!launch!event!(to!which,!of!course,!you!and!
your!family!and!friends!are!invited)!and!to!sort!out!collecting!any!work!afterwards.!This!will!also!be!a!chance!
for!you!to!give!any!further!information!about!the!pieces!displayed.!No!details!will!be!passed!on!or!used!in!any!
other!way!except!as!correspondence!within!this!Art!Exhibition!project.!

Forename:!______________________!!!!!!!!!Surname:______________________________________!
NHS!Number!(staff%can%add%this%in%if%you’re%not%sure):______________________________________!
Address!(optional):!_______________________________________________________!
!

!

!!!!!!_______________________________________________________!

!

!

!!!!!!_______________________________________________________!

!

!

!!!!!!_______________________________________________________!
This%is%only%used%to%send%an%invite%and%for%other%correspondence%relating%to%this%project.%%

Home!Number:!__________________________________________________________!
Mobile:!________________________________________________________________!
Email:!________________________________________________________________!
I!would!prefer!to!be!contacted:!

□!via!Post!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!□via!Phone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!□via!Email!!!!
!
Due!to!confidentiality!legislation,!you!have!a!choice!about!how!you!want!your!artist!name!to!be,!if!
you!want!your!name!used!at!all!!!Please!tick!the!format!you!would!like!your!name!to!be!next!to!your!
work!at!the!exhibition!(the!space!will!be!public):!

□!Full!name!(eg.!Joe/Jane%Bloggs)!
□!First!name!only!(eg.!Joe/Jane)!
□!First!Initial!and!Surname!(eg.!J.%Bloggs)!

□!Initials!only!(eg.%J.B.)!
□!Anonymous!(eg.!Anon)

!
!
Are!there!any!particular!works!that!you!DO!or!DO#NOT!give!permission!for!(this%is%more%for%inpatients%or%people%
who%belong%to%a%group)?!Please!give!any!details!below.!Please!include!details!of!your!submitted!artwork!
mediums!(pencil,!acrylic,!print!etc)!and!year!created!(2014!onwards!please):!
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________!
__________________________________________________________________________________!
If!you!are!happy!for!any!(other)!wonderful!work!to!be!considered!for!curation!that!NHS!
staff!may!have,!if!required!(on%inJpatient%units,%from%courses%or%groups%etc),!please!tick!the!box.!
!
If!you!would!like!to!collect!your!work/!have!it!returned!to!you!after!the!exhibition,!please!tick!the!
box.

!

Please#read#and#tick#the#terms#below#before#signing:

!!!!!!!#

I!give!permission!for!my!art!to!be!curated!and!displayed!as!part!of!a!TrustQwide!public!art!exhibition.!
I!understand!that!no!work!created!in!clinical!Art!Therapy!sessions!can!or!will!be!included.!
If!I!have!given!consent!to!use!my!name!during!the!exhibition,!I!agree!to!waive!confidentiality!for!this!reason.!I!
understand!no!other!details!or!information!will!be!given!out!to!third!parties.!
I!also!understand,!that!whilst!the!best!care!will!be!given!to!my!art!pieces,!if!they!go!missing!or!get!damaged,!
Humber!Foundation!Trust!and!the!Team!curating!the!event!are!not!liable!or!at!fault.!!
I!understand!that!the!artwork!remains!mine,!and!I!will!still!have!full!control!over!if!I!want!it!displayed!or!not!in!
future.!If!I!want,!I!can!have!art!work!returned!to!me!at!a!suitable!time.!
I!understand!that!my!participation!is!voluntary!and!that!I!am!free!to!withdraw!at!any!time!and!this!will!not!
affect!my!care.!
I!confirm!that!I!have!read!and!understood!the!details!of!this!form,!and!that!if!I!have!any!questions!I!will!ask!my!
point!of!contact!within!the!Humber!NHS!Foundation!Trust.!
Signed!(artist):!
Forename:!________________________!!!!!!!!Surname:_______________________________!
NHS!Number:______________________!!!!!!!!Date:!___________________________________!
Signed!(staff):!
Name:!__________________________________________________________________________!
Role:!_______________________________________________________!!!!!!Date:!_________________!
Please%return%to%your%point%of%contact%within%the%NHS%Foundation%Trust.%Can%staff%please%photocopy%forms,%put%
copy%into%patient%notes,%ensure%service%user%has%copy,%and%forward%form%(attached'to'artwork)to%%

Lauren'Saunders,'Westlands'In5Patient'Unit,'Wheeler'Street,'Hull,'HU3'3EL.'Thank%you.%
PLEASE#ATTACH#THIS#FORM#TO#YOUR#ARTWORK#(WHICH#MUST#HAVE#NAME#ON#BACK)#
BEFORE#SENDING#TO#LAUREN#AT#THE#ABOVE#ADDRESS#(INTERNAL#POST,#ROYAL#MAIL#OR#
HAND#DELIVERED).#ART#SENT#IN#WITHOUT#THIS#FORM#WILL#NOT#BE#CONSIDERED.#

!!

Appendix 4:
The ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition poster
This poster was distributed throughout Trust sites, in public shop windows, in
local educational establishments, in restaurants and cafés within Hull and
East Riding, and online on Trust and venue websites and private and
organisational social media accounts.
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Recovery
through

art

with Humber NHS Foundation Trust

You are invited to view the fantastic artwork created by those who are in
various stages of their recovery after experiencing mental health difficulties.
Artists from across Hull and the East Riding are celebrated during a two week art
exhibition at Kardomah94, organised by Humber NHS Foundation Trust.
Please come along, and show your support!

Tuesday 23rd AugustTuesday 6th September

@ Kardomah94
in the Theatre Space

E
FRE
RY
T
N
E

Kardomah94, 94 Alfred Gelder Street, Hull, HU1 2AN (opposite Guildhall)
Open: Tues-Thurs 10am—10pm, and Fri-Sat 10am—11pm

Plus! Exhibition Artists, friends, families and
NHS staff are invited to attend the exclusive
and exciting launch night event on Tuesday 23rd
August, from 7.30pm!

N
O
TI
I
IB

For further information, please email Lauren at laurensaunders1@nhs.net
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Appendix 5:
The ‘Recovery Through Art’ programme
This programme was printed to accompany the launch event and subsequent
exhibition. All launch event attendees received a copy and many more went
back the in-patient units or community teams, or stayed at the venue to
accompany the exhibition. They were printed into A5 booklets; the pages in
this appendix are print outs of the file that was sent to the printers.
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Appendix 5: Exhibition programme
currently unavailable in this PDF

Appendix 6: Personal account of the ‘Recovery Through Art’
curation and launch event
The following account is a personal one, explaining the formulation,
development and execution of the ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition, curated
on behalf of the Humber NHS Foundation Trust and it’s mental health service
users. I include my own feelings and observations as I provide a more
detailed account of the event, to provide further context for the main body of
work.
The concept of the ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition began during my role at
Westlands (the Humber NHS Foundation Trust’s acute psychiatric unit for
working age females) as a full-time Activity Worker. During my facilitation of
the popular arts and crafts sessions, I often observed how meaningful the
artmaking experience (both within and outside the sessions) was to so many
of these individuals I had the pleasure of working alongside. For some, this
process seemed to simply serve as a helpful distraction, whereas appeared to
use their creativity to comprehend and/or communicate their thoughts and
experiences, or to achieve psychological sublimation through art. Other
individuals seemed to feel a sense of control through making seasonal
decorations and murals for a clinical environment in which patients
traditionally lose control.
In early 2015, the decision to create an exhibition of service user artwork
originally grew from the personal pride I experienced in seeing the service
users develop themselves through their art. I wanted to nurture their efforts
and demonstrate how well I thought they were doing by celebrating their
achievements. This first led to an informal ‘pin-up’ display of work on the
ward, which was well received by service user and staff alike. I could see the
effect that hearing others speak encouragingly about the art had on the artists
– they were smiling, and explaining their processes and future ideas to others.
These ladies appeared proud, optimistic and esteemed; I felt that expanding
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this ‘pin-up’ idea to a wider audience would only intensify these positive
experiences.
It was clear to me that the work created stood up in it’s own right; not
necessarily in the same aesthetical or qualitative terms that might be applied
to professional artworks (although much of the work did operate in this way in
terms of quality), but as a testament to the validity and emotive power of the
art-making process in relation to the artist, their background and difficult
experiences. I could see this work was meaningful on so many different
levels, and therefore, deserved to be seen and celebrated. By allowing a
broader public audience to explore the complexity and honesty of this work, I
thought this might also counter the negative (but sadly, common) perceptions
of people experiencing mental health difficulties and challenge the associated
stigma by continuing the Western discussion on mental health.
I approached service users, both casually and in the units ‘Community
Meetings’ and asked if this idea was something that they felt could be helpful,
if not to them directly than to others in a similar situation. The response was
overwhelmingly positive, and their reasoning echoed my own thoughts and
feelings. At this, I spoke with the Occupational Therapy teams and service
users from the other acute psychiatric units within the Trust who responded to
the idea just as positively.
The project was originally developed to showcase the work created within the
psychiatric assessment and acute units, but word quickly spread within the
services about what I was planning and others wanted to be involved; as a
result, submissions from Rehabilitation, Community and Forensic Services
were also included into the project. Local sixth form colleges and arts
communities demonstrated an interest in the project, which demonstrated to
me not just enthusiasm, but also the apparent need for something like this.
Service users (who have accessed the Humber Foundation Trust’s Mental
Health Services across Hull and East Riding) were invited to submit up to five
pieces for consideration through the use of a poster which was distributed
throughout the Trust premises and services (a copy of which can be found in
these Appendices). All types of artworks were considered, however, any art
!
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created within clinical art therapy sessions were explicitly excluded as these
are akin to clinical documents.
I worked collaboratively with service users (who were involved in all decision
making, such as the venue choice, meetings, poster design etc) and other
staff throughout the Trust in planning the event.
The venue was offered free of charge, but additional funding was secured in
order to host a launch event (complete with catering and entertainment) and
to frame the pieces professionally. Framing felt very important to ‘get right’ as
the work deserved to be respected and valued, just like the artists
themselves.
Over 120 pieces from around 50 different artists (not including the artists who
worked on larger collaborative works, which would have totalled over 100)
were submitted for consideration for the Recovery Through Art exhibition (as
titled by service users). Some explicit and/or inappropriate works were omitted
(as explained to the artists, this was due to the public nature of the exhibition),
but most were exhibited; every artist who submitted work had at least one
piece representing them.
The exhibition, held at Kardomah94, was launched on 23rd August 2016 and
displayed for two weeks; however, this account will focus solely upon the
launch event as that is where I can share most through experience. Artists,
their families and friends, service users, staff, governors, and a number of
special guests (Hull’s Lord Mayor and his Lady, Humber NHS Chief Executive
David Hill, Chairman Sharon Mays, and Chief Operating Officer Teresa Cope,
Lead Governor Julie Hastings and the Chief Executive of Hull Mind charity,
David Smith) were invited to the launch event.
120 free tickets were initially made available, but this was raised to 160 due to
popular demand. Of 160 who registered, 113 attended, but there were also
approximately 10 attendees who had not registered. Most guests were people
who are not directly involved within the Arts industry or practice, and came
from across the whole of Hull and East Riding, and even as far as
Manchester. These attendance figures or demographics are unknown for the
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continued two weeks in which the exhibition ran, as the venue also doubles as
a theatre space, music venue and restaurant.
The launch night consisted of music, a buffet spread, speeches from Humber
NHS Chief Executive David Hill and Chairman Sharon Mays, a moving talk
from local artist Doug Smelt about how art has impacted upon his own mental
health recovery and a screening of a BAFTA award winning short film from a
former service user, now staff member. A programme was printed to describe
the order of events and to serve as a souvenir, a copy of which can be found
in these appendices.
The venue was at full capacity throughout the night in support of this project,
where artists, staff and guests mingled freely. Attendees dressed up for the
occasion; a service user I knew from Westlands, a tomboy who usually wears
tracksuit bottoms, a hoody and her hair tied back scruffily, arrived wearing a
beautiful dress, straightened hair and a big glossy smile. She said she felt like
a star tonight, and wanted to look like one too. This event was a reason to
give herself some care and attention, usually a very difficult thing for her to do.
Consistently, I overheard such overwhelmingly positive discussions about the
art work amongst the crowd, both within and out of earshot of the artists.
During the launch, I witnessed so many of the artists become overcome with
pride, smiling through tears in the arms of their families and care workers and
sharing their stories. One PICU (Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit) service user,
who gained special permission for leave under the Mental Health Act to
attend, escorted by staff, burst into tears at seeing his artwork hung up. I
heard another artist explain how her photographs that were displayed were
taken: when she feels very low and even suicidal, she takes her camera on a
walk with her, which serves as a helpful coping strategy. Another artist was
explaining her brush technique to the Lord Mayor and his Lady. This
exhibition had provided the service users with an opportunity to have their
voices heard and celebrated by the people who care a lot for them, both
personally and professionally.
I was thanked with countless hugs from the service users I knew, and with
smiles from the ones I didn’t. I was thanked and congratulated by what felt like
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everybody there for seeing my idea through to the end, and making such a
huge success of it. That sense of pride I felt during that informal ‘pin-up’ at
Westlands only intensified that evening, so I can only imagine how the service
users, now artists in the eyes of all those around them, felt in seeing their art
so proudly displayed. I felt very emotional, seeing their reactions and knowing
what I had achieved thanks to my belief and dedication to them and their
recovery. Many of the artists did not consider themselves, or their artwork,
worthy of any respect; that is often the nature of mental illness. But I hope that
for those two weeks, or even that night, they could understand the greatness
that others see in them.
During the development of this project, and especially on that launch night,
these were not ‘mental patient artworks’ but art-work created by artists who
happen to have experienced mental health difficulties. The focus was not on
any illness, but on the art and the talented, inspired artists who made them. A
service user since said that despite enjoying making art regularly, she never
considered herself an artist until the launch event, and said she “loved” being
offered that identity. She said the exhibition helped her realise that her mental
illness didn’t define her, but that her imprint on the world does; the imprint, in
this case, was her art. I found that incredibly deep and meaningful, and felt
honoured that I played a part in helping her to reach that realisation.
Quite a few of the artists were unable to attend to the launch event, because
of their social anxieties, because of ungranted leave under the Mental Health
Act or because of the distance away in which they live. However, two
separate Community Mental Health Nurses and one Care Coordinator
attended the exhibition during the two week run with their clients, as part of
their care plan; it served as a reason to challenge their anxieties in order to
get them out of the house, or onto public transport. Three in-patient units also
organised trips out with service users to go and see the exhibition during
those two weeks. It was fantastic to hear that the exhibition was further being
used as part of an integrative care package.
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I felt, and still feel, so overwhelmingly proud of the event and of all those
involved, but especially of the service users.
I felt, and still feel, so happy but humbled that I could offer this type of
opportunity to so many people. It felt meaningful, and based on my
observations and comments made, the experience clearly meant a lot to so
many people.
The artists shared their stories subtly through imagery, but also had valued
input and control of the development and curation of the project and an
opportunity for personal and creative growth. This approach to delivering arts
within healthcare, I’m pleased to say, aligns itself with the recovery values of
hope, opportunity and control.
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Appendix 7: Requests for accounts relating to the ‘Recovery
Through Art’ event
This email was sent by writer to all contactable staff, service users, families
and guests (approximately 130) who were directly involved or attended the
‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition in August 2016, to ask for their personal
accounts on the experience.
On Tue, 25 Oct 2016 10:24 am Saunders Lauren (HUMBER NHS
FOUNDATION TRUST), <laurensaunders1@nhs.net> wrote:
Hello everyone,
I hope you're keeping well :)
I am writing a dissertation (which I hope to later publish) as part of my studies,
on if visual arts can shape attitudes towards mental health and how arts could
promote and be used within mental health recovery.
I intend to discuss the 'Recovery Through Art' exhibition as part of this, both
the launch event and the 2 week long exhibition itself at Kardomah94 (back in
August - how time flies!) and I would really like to present both service user
and professional perspectives on the event (these can be anonymous).
Could you spend a few moments of your time to write me a few thoughts
about it all?
In case you’re stuck on how to answer, how about considering these
questions: How did you feel at the time/now, personally and/or professionally?
Did you think the art and/or the exhibition helped you/others in any way, or
not? Why? How did others react? Do you feel the arts does/can promote
mental health recovery? In what way?
These sorts of questions are not prescriptive or exhaustive; just some
examples of what could be helpful :)
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Could you also please reply with confirmation that I can use your name and
job title (if applicable) within my research, or, if you would prefer to remain
anonymous (all service user replies will be anonymous), to state that clearly?
Any information will be made available in the appendices and specifically, at
any request of the University.
If I've left anyone off the send list, or you know someone else who went,
please feel free to forward this email on!
The more perspectives I have, the more rounded a view I can present as
research, so I would really really appreciate your support in this. Also, I think it
would be useful for the Trust to have a record of the experience!!
Thank you, I hope to hear from you soon!! Any problems or questions, get in
touch :)

Lauren Saunders
PS - thank you again to everyone who got involved, both staff and friends
directly and indirectly, and especially the artists; couldn't have done it without
you!

Lauren Saunders
Recovery College Tutor (Monday, Tuesday and Thursday only)
01482 389 124
laurensaunders1@nhs.net
****************************************************************************************
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Appendix 8: Comments received about the
‘Recovery Through Art’ event

These are some informal congratulations, well wishes and comments on social
media and through email in the days after the ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition.
These comments have not been included as research within this paper, and are for
further context only. Names and job roles have been included with permission.

“Congratulations on a great night Lauren it was brilliant, hope you had a nice
evening. You should be really proud of yourself all that hard work paid off in the end.
Thanks for a good night our patients loved it. Speak soon xxx”
- Mike Harrison, Activity Worker (Newbridges)
“Hi Lauren. I attended your event last night and just wanted to give you a big thumbs
up. What a great event, thank you, our clients really did get a lot from it.”
- Claire Kipling, Care Officer (Driffield Mental Health Team)
“What an absolutely fantastic evening it was at Recovery Through Art! Well done
Lauren… you did a great job and should be very proud of yourself! You certainly did
Westlands proud <3 All the hard work paid off xx” and “So proud of you Lauren!”
- Sian Johnson, Charge Nurse (Westlands)
“It was amazing. Well done Lauren ! xxx” –
- Samantha Haigh, Clinical Psychologist (Acute Services)
“Well done Lauren. What a fantastic night!! X x”
- Bank Healthcare Assistant (Acute Services)
“Fabulous night! Well done Lauren! Xxxx”
- Sarah Carr, Occupational Therapist (Westlands)
“Well done Lauren! Was amazing! X”
- Tracy Kirk, Domestic Staff (Westlands)
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“So happy for you Lauren, all your hard work and determination paid off!! What a
star!!! :D xxx”
- Jenni Jordan, Service Manager (Acute Services)
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Appendix 9: Service User accounts
relating to the ‘Recovery Through Art’ event

These responses are directly from the service users who exhibited artwork at the
exhibition. Any editorial information has been included within square parenthesis,
although all words used are as received. ALL identifiable information has been
redacted as to protect the identities of the service users, and any names used (apart
from Humber NHS Foundation Trust Staff) are alias.

Nadine Arnold <noripcord2007@gmail.com>
24/08/2016 19:58
We went to the recovery through art launch party at Kardomah94 last night and
although I felt well out of place initially once we entered the art exhibition room I just
got engrossed with all the excellent artwork. One anonymous artist very nearly
reduced me to tears and my daughter was touched by some of the artists
themselves. Especially one young man with self harm scars. Cat's [Recovery
College tutor] film was brilliant and the food was yummy...that lemon drizzle cake :)
I was so relieved when the lights came on and my photos looked absolutely stunning
all framed, mounted and hung on display. I was so nervous that they wouldn't be
good enough shown next to others pieces but I had nothing to fear. All the artwork
was amazing and it was great to hear so many positive comments from the people
on all of the beautiful art, including mine!
I just wanted to thank you again for all your hard work, well everyone involved really,
it was an honour to have my work displayed amongst so many other talent artists
work.
Natalie
Service User
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Nadine Arnold <noripcord2007@gmail.com>
Tue 25/10/2016 13:43

When it was first mentioned to me, 2 of my photographs sprang to mind, and in an
instant I knew that, yes, I could do this.
Then the doubts crept in as I scrolled over and over again, through my photos,
looking for ones that I liked, then discarding them as the more I looked at them, the
more I doubted my ability and I thought people would judge me, so if they weren't
perfect, they would not do. Then I asked a friends opinion and he came back with
"send all 5, they are really good."
So without over thinking any more I bought some photo paper, which I took great
pains over to choose, and my son printed them off after a bit of trial and error. I was
a little disappointed in the quality as blowing them up to A4 made them lose
definition but I took them anyway.
I was really nervous about the upcoming exhibition, to the point of having to ask if my
children could come with me. I was overwhelmed by the number of people there. But
I saw Cat [Recovery College tutor] and she came over and chatted, got me some
water and my nerves settled somewhat and I enjoyed the wonderful food that had
been laid on for everyone. Then we went through to the darkened room holding the
exhibition work. We were about last in. I scanned the room and spotted them. When
the lights came up I was SO relieved, they looked ok, more than ok, they looked
pretty damned good all framed up. People were saying that they must have been
taken on a good camera, little knowing they were taken on my old Sony Experia
phone! The comments were very uplifting. Then I lost myself in the art work. It was
absolutely amazing. I felt like a bit of a cheat as photos are taken instantly without
much effort and everyone else must have taken many hours to complete their pieces
of work. One collection almost reduced me to tears, I just connected with it.
I wasn't going to bother collecting my work but it was so good I changed my mind
and asked the mental health team if they could collect them for me, which they did.
Then they called me and asked if they could display them in their offices and so
that's where they are, up on the wall in the waiting area for all to see. I'm really rather
proud of them. It made me feel so special to go to the opening night and then to
have them display in my home town was an added surprise bonus!
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I also posted a photo of them, on display, on instagram and twitter and got some
lovely comments, using it now as my pinned tweet. I'm secretly hope you might do
another one in Hull's year of culture, that would be awesome and very beneficial for
anyone who suffers with poor mental health as so many of the artists said that they
can just lose themselves in their work and escape from their own troubles and
demon's. That alone has to be a positive thing, many expressing how they felt
through their art as for some it might be the only way that they can.
So thank you and all those involved for all their hard work. It was well worth the bit of
stress and discomfort that it causes me. And sorry this is really long :)
Niamh x
Service User

Karar Hassan <hullpointillist@gmail.com>
Tue 25/10/2016 20:18
Sorry, Without a list of questions, then I cannot answer:
How did you feel at the time/now?
- Then: (Stage 1 Denial) would not believe the work was placed for any quality, but
thought they were placed only to "make us feel better"
- Now: (Stage 1 & 2 Denial & shock) Whenever a person states my work is good, I
reject the claim as only a "forced friendly complement" Rather than the truth.
How did you feel at the time/now personally and/or professionally?
The stage of shock/denial has actually brought me to tears (not of joy) twice as my
mind would not accept that what happened to me should have happened (while
drawing in the street, a person asked me if they could take a photo of me with their
child!)
Did you think the art and/or the exhibition helped you/others in any way, or
not?
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It helped me think more deeply about what goals I want from my art for the future
when I realised the therapy & enjoyment of creating art is lost when I try to sell my
work (so I donated all the displayed work to MIND)
Why?
I am a very pessimistic person & do not think (in the long term, that) I will make a
significant success in art, so I should revert to creating it for the enjoyment/therapy
How did others react?
Sorry, I dont remember
Do you feel the arts does/can promote mental health recovery? In what way?
Yes. I am a very pessimistic person & my mind wanders frequently to "negative fears
of the future". The art style I have chosen is very demanding (& tiring on the brain).
This distracts me (for a significant amount of time) & makes me forget my problems
(while creating art) and tires my mind enough (due to the concentration needed) so
that I am "too tired" to think after the session for several hours.
Regards,
Keiran
Service User

Typed from a handwritten letter, dated Thurs 15/12/2016. No amendments or
corrections have been made, although any editorial context has been provided
in square parentheses.
“Following a replase in my condition of Bi-polar back in July of this year, I was
admitted under a section 2 of the Mental Health act, I spent seven days on Avondale
unit [Psychiatric Assessment Unit] before I was transferred onto the Westlands unit.
I have memory loss of lots of things that happened prior to my admission and shortly
after. What I do remember however is the utmost care given by everyone involved in
my care, it was excellent and all staff worked very hard. The teams were dedicated
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nothing was ever too much trouble. During my recovery and what I feel aided in my
recovery was the activities that took place on the unit/ Lauren our activities lady and
Sarah [Occupational Therapist] provided the stimulus which enhanced my wellbeing.
Aromatherapy, craft sessions cooking/baking and art sessions.
I was able to get engrossed in these sessions provided, I mixed with the other ladies
and had great fun, and a fantastic time. Very therapeutic.
Lauren asked my if I would like to enter NHS Foundation Trust Art exhibition at
Kardomah94 café. I was apprehensive though delighted to take part. I had a goal
and aim to work on + it kept me focussed. Some women on the unit also encouraged
me and were full of praise for some of the art work I had done. I have some paintings
away to people on the unit. It was great for me to witness the smiles I received when
giving my friends on the unit. My paintings greatly enhanced in my recovery, staff too
praised me. I felt as though I was achieving something and it kept me focussed, I
had influenced another lady to take up artwork because she told me so.
Kardomah94 launch night was a massive leap for me. I was apprehensive, excited
and fearful of what to expect as I had never exhibited my artwork before. It was a
packed night. I was bowled over by peoples reactions to my work and other peoples
work which was fantastic. The whole evening was wonderful, the Deputy Lady
Mayoress liked my painting of a sunset I had painted. I was overwhelmed with
excitement and didn’t get to bed until 3am. I had made my son family and friends
proud. I felt like a star.
When the mind is tired and overvexed and anxious, for me my recovery is being able
to paint and write poetry. I am in a zen and it takes me out of the abyss I fall into
when I become unwell. I thank God for creativity and the arts + for those involved in
making this happen, promoting and encouraging.
You are worth your weight in gold. Thank you.
Janet
Service User
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Appendix 12: Guest accounts relating to the
‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition

These are responses, attained through emails and social media, given from people
who attended the ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition who were not there as service
users or Humber NHS Foundation Trust Staff. Names, job roles and professional
emails have been given with permission to share, although any other identifiable
information has been redacted.

Stuart Robinson <airlieboy@airlieboy.karoo.co.uk>
Mon 28/11/2016 17:01
I enjoyed the exhibition and was impressed by some of the artwork on display and
particularly so with the inspirational talk given by the artist.
As a volunteer with MIND for over 6 years, I have always been aware of the benefits
that creative work of any kind can bring to those with mental health problems,
whether those problems are short term or not. This awareness has grown from my
first days with the charity when I supported a successful art group in Beverley.
It is just sad that this group and others have been abandoned because of grant cuts.
Stuart Robinson
MIND Volunteer
Hull and East Yorkshire MIND

Sun 18/12/2016 20:26
It was an enjoyable evening and I particularly enjoyed seeing the artwork produced
by the service users, I feel the exhibition helped promote a better understanding of
mental health issues and gave an example of succeeding despite the trials laid by
experiencing them. Although I’m not a service user myself I do suffer with issues
concerning anxiety and found inspiration in seeing the quality of work on display and
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the reactions of those viewing it. After speaking to a few of the artists I did get a
sense they were proud of having their work shown and had newfound confidence
and passion in their artistic ventures. After leaving the exhibition I did find myself
wondering why more exhibitions with a similar focus are not organised on a more
regular basis.
I believe that art can definitely promote recovery from certain mental health
conditions and have enjoyed the results of it myself with my own issues.
Phil

Sun 18/12/2016 20:01
I attended the Kardomah 94 art evening with my girlfriend and came away feeling
very impressed with the concept of using art as a form of therapy! The stories of
Doug also resonated with me; I suffer with anxiety myself and although I’m not a
service user I have my own ways for dealing with it and keeping it under control. Art
isn’t usually one of them, but Doug’s story was very inspiring.
The paintings and works on show were very interesting as was the short film they
showed at the event. Everyone was very friendly and there was a good vibe
throughout the evening.
I spoke to a couple of the Service users and they seemed very proud of what they
had achieved and it seemed to of helped them focus on something positive in there
lives. This is obviously a great way to help them along there journey with their mental
illness and hopefully in most cases coming out of the other side a happier more
creative person.
Stephen
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Jill Howitt <Jill.Howitt@artdesignhull.ac.uk>
Mon 19/12/2016 14:05
I attended the opening of this exhibition in August 2016. It was a very popular event
– a far bigger turn out than is usual for exhibition preview nights. There was a variety
of work and it was easy to talk to the artists, their families and friends and some of
the Trust workers as we went round. The atmosphere was open and inclusive.
Looking back over the months some things stand out to me. I remember some small
understated observation studies – of plants and flowers I think. The marks were
careful, delicate and tentative and represented not only the object itself but the time
spent observing and connecting to the world. I also recall some photographs and the
artist’s written statement about how important photography was for her/him. I’m not
sure how much I’m influenced by my knowledge of the context, but I was hit by the
honesty of the work and the courage of the artists in firstly using art to engage with
and express their situations and secondly to present this process and these results
publically. I often go to professional art events but this exhibition challenged my
assumptions about what I value art wise – it was a testament to the power that
images can play in our lives. During the evening I heard stories about the benefits to
the artists of taking part. For some coming along that evening was a real challenge.
For the audience this was also an opportunity to raise awareness and to challenge
stereotypes – to see creative people and not illnesses or conditions. I can still see
the little drawing in my mind’s eye which, I think, will always be a reminder of the
complex ways we communicate with ourselves and others.
Jill Howitt
CATS Tutor
Hull School of Art and Design
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Mon 19/12/2016 16:31
I was invited to come to recovery through art by Lauren, and was especially excited
as I am inspired by ‘outsider art’, and believe in Art as medicine.
In the Recovery through art exhibition, I appreciated the testimonies, poems and
thoughts that accompanied the artists beautiful art, giving me a way to begin to
understand. The exhibition has inspired me to create an exhibition of work from a
weekly art space I run, in collaboration with ‘mad pride’, with a similar aim (I think) to
value creation as an important part of our healing process, and to see everyone as
artists.
My opinion is that it is absolutely necessary for our mental wellbeing to express
ourselves creatively. The process of making art is of course therapeutic, but I also
think it is important to value the art that people make, as to see your art on a wall,
given status, is identity affirming, good for self-esteem, and gives others a chance to
learn from you.
Ella
Artist
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Appendix 11: Staff accounts relating to the
‘Recovery Through Art’ event

These replies have been collected via email and social media from Humber NHS
Foundation Trust staff that attended the launch event and exhibition. No text has
been altered or corrected in any way. Consent has been acquired to use real names
and job titles, but all other identifiable information has been redacted.

Kennedy Caroline (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Fri 09/09/2016 14:00
Just wanted to congratulate you on the Art Exhibition in Hull. Myself and the Artist,
K.B visited a couple of weeks ago and had a great time. It has really inspired him to
create more artwork and he is currently working on a piece to celebrate Hull’s City of
Culture for next year.
If you ever organise anything like this again, please could you let me know as my
patient is very keen to exhibit again.
Once again, congratulations and many thanks for organising this fantastic event!!
Kind regards,
Caroline Kennedy
Community Psychiatric Nurse
Bridlington Community Mental Health Team

Michael Cohen <gooseyhq1@gmail.com>
Tue 25/10/2016 11:37
Thinking back to the Kardomah94, and speaking as a person that crosses the
boundary between professional and service user, initially I found the exhibition very
moving, it was very good how the service users has the opportunity to express
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themselves through the medium of art, I felt a lot of demons were exorcised through
the Art, and could see a progression of thoughts. In some cases, much more
positive.
I definitely feel that Art can help Mental Health, and I feel that it should be promoted,
although I also feel that there should be someone there to catch the ‘Fallout’ as
emotions are uncovered by the process.
Take care,
Michael
Volunteer IT Support Technician

Bentham Charlotte (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Wed 26/10/2016 09:19
I have been aware of the art exhibition since it’s conception and always thought that
it was a fabulous idea. Working with some of the service users who created the art
work, it was clear that the incentive that their work would be recognised and
acknowledged gave them a drive to be creative. It was always apparent to me that
some clients appear to find some calm and peace when been creative.
The exhibition far exceeded the expectations of what I thought it would be. The
artwork was phenomenal. What really overwhelmed me was the unity in the room.
There was no division between staff/patient/carers but instead artists and admirers.
I saw one of the service users I once worked with taking a picture with her work. She
seemed so proud of everything that she had achieved which was touching.
I think that Art can be a massive part of recovery. For creative people it provides an
outlet to express emotions/thoughts that they find too difficult to articulate verbally.
And at the very least it can provide a well-deserve distraction/retreat from struggles.
You did a fantastic job!!
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Charlotte Bentham
Associate Practitioner of Occupational Therapy/ Assistant Clinical Psychologist
Acute services

Dawley, Mandy (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Wed 9/11/2016 10:40
The ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition really touched my heart and made me
appreciate how powerful art can be as a tool to help individuals to recover from a
mental health condition. Having attended the recent exhibition to listen to individuals
who have used art as part of their recovery programme helped me to open my mind
and understand how art can help an individual express their inner self. To me the art
told compelling stories from the artists’ perspectives and invited me into their worlds
which I found truly inspiring
Mandy Dawley
Service Improvement Manager

Edmonds, Camille (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Thu 10/11/2016 14:41
From my perspective, my reasons for working on the expo were different from yours
– I wanted it to be a PR exercise for the Trust and highlight staff and patient
engagement. It became apparent from the start however that this really was a great
exercise in letting some of our most vulnerable service users see what they were
capable of and what talent they have.
One of the mums of a service user came along and clearly had no idea that her son
was so talented and was moved to tears. It was very humbling and struck me, not for
the first time that the art expo was SO much more than a PR exercise for Trust. Real
People with real lives living through terrible things, getting to see themselves in a
completely different light and getting to see people looking at their work in real awe
and glee. It was fabulous.
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It was an entirely positive experience for all involved and only serves to highlight how
effective art can be a medium of communication for people to express themselves.
What it is and what looks like doesn’t actually matter, it’s how it makes them feel at
the time and what was wonderful about the expo was that we got to see and they got
to experience, what it felt like afterwards also.
The room watched Cats film and loudly applauded her and the ex-service user who
is now a professional artist spoke about his story, again, beyond humbling and often
very funny.
I loved it.
Cam
Camille Edmonds
Improvement and Development Manager

WALTON, Matthew (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Tue 22/11/2016 08:10
I felt really excited about the project as it felt like it was something we could do above
and beyond the day job to really give something to the patients and service users
that would make them feel good about themselves. To me it felt like something the
whole Trust could get behind, which we don’t have very often with the care group
structure and how we’re spread out geographically. We had such positive feedback
from people about the event, both from those displaying their work, through to the
Chairman of the Trust and the feedback was overwhelmingly positive, so I feel like it
was a project to be proud of. Based on the conversations I had with some of the
artists on the night, they seemed really proud of their achievements, so I really hope
it played a small role in their recovery.
One thing that I hoped would come out of it, was a greater sense of community
across the Trust, but unfortunately people seem to have gone back to the day job. I
was hoping that people would see that with a bit of effort, you can pull something off
and the Trust will support it and that perhaps other people would start to do similar
things, but that doesn’t seem to have happened.
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Matthew Walton
Communications Officer

WATSON, Marie (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Tue 22/11/2016 08:56
My daughter and I attended the evening at the Kardomah94 it was a really pleasant
evening and a great night out, in fact if I had been on my own I could have quite
happily attended because it was not a function that you really needed to attend with
anyone, which I think is an important part for people, if they are suffering themselves,
in any way they could be encouraged to come along and enjoy and been inspired by
the event.
My daughter is studying art and this event was all new to her. We in fact attended
for 2 reasons the fact that my daughter is studying art and the fact that my sister has
a brain injury. I therefore know how art is such an inspiration to both these
individuals and well, I just enjoy it. I know that my sister has become more
interested in art ,since her injury, she finds it relaxing and motivating. However,
often she has to attend with people that are, should we say more in touch with life,
even though she is really good at it. She often needs that extra attention just to help
her along and I don't think that is often available to those just who have difficulty, but
are still quite capable. My daughter on the other hand is looking to art more as a
career, but also she finds that it is something she enjoys to do and with all the
difficulty that has surrounded us finds it not only as a relaxing outlet, but an exciting
adventure, as no one can really say that what you are doing is incorrect.
The speaker was very good and it was nice that this man had taken the decision to
go and do something with art even with all of his difficulties and obviously he made a
success of it. The art work was lovely and so was the food and everyone seemed
friendly.
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I would like to see more of these events especially next year I think they not only
help those who are obviously struggling but they also help those of us who are
leading everyday lives and are constantly under pressure with time and finance. It a
way of stepping out and looking in on a different perspective.
Marie Elaine Watson (and daughter)
Bank Admin Worker

HUSSEY, Liz (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Tue 22/11/2016 08:58
As a staff member accompanying some of our service users to the recovery through
art exhibition, I found the evening positive on a number of levels.
·

Firstly the breaking down of barriers, as the audience comprised service users,
professional, career’s and people who had no experience of mental health.

·

The presentation from the artist who had used his art to recover from mental
health. A truly enlightening presentation that gave insight in to the effects of mental
health on someone’s life and how they used art to overcome their issues.

·

The artwork, its high standards enabled the recognition that people are more than
a diagnoses and even during their most challenging times there is more to a person
than mental health.

·

Talking to individual and finding out how art has enabled them to maintain a
sense of themselves as a person.
Elizabeth Hussey
Occupational Therapist (Newbridges)
Acute Services
Julie Hastings <julie@normanton55.karoo.co.uk>
Tue 29/11/2016 12:12
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It was an absolute privilege to be invited to the Recovery Through Art Exhibition.
Kardomah94 was a superb venue choice sending out a clear, strong and positive
message by using a venue that is very much a cultural hub within our city.
I had the opportunity view some truly inspirational artwork and to speak first hand
with several of the artists and their families. People talked about their journey to
better health through their art. The outcomes were there for everyone to see not
only on the canvases but also in the admiration on everyone’s face.
Doug Smelt eloquently talked us through his life and his recovery through art with
such passion and pain, but again he could share his successes through art and
positive life changes.
We watched an award winning, amazing, humorous film written by Cat McKiernan
who also inspired us by her recovery so much so that she now shares her expertise
and determination working at the Recovery College.
Julie Hastings
Lead Governor of the Humber NHS Foundation Trust

<julie@normanton55.karoo.co.uk>
Sun 18/12/2016 20:24
I thought the exhibition was very moving, I spoke to some of the patients that were
present and they all said it was a wonderful idea and that they were very proud of the
work that was presented. As a health professional having worked with some of the
patients who have created the art it was fabulous to see the joy it brought to the
individuals and I'm sure it did wonders for their self esteem confidence and over all
the belief in themselves. It was ace! Well done!! Xx
Sarah Carr
Occupational Therapist (Westlands)
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Acute Services

JOHNSON, Sian (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Tues 20/12/2016 10:41
I attended an event at Kardomah94 which was the ‘Recovery through art’ exhibition.
I thought that the event was fantastic. It was great to see all the hard work that
service users had put into their art and the way it was displayed was a credit to all
involved.
As I was walking round I also got opportunity to speak to some of the service users
who had artwork displayed and it was clear to see how proud they were of their work
and how the positive feedback made them feel valued and improved their sense of
self-worth.
I have also had opportunity to speak more in depth with one service user who stated
that she had enjoyed the night and how the event had given her some respite from
her difficulties.
I think that events like this should be frequently repeated and this would hopefully
broaden the interest in the event creating a wider involvement.
Sian Johnson
Charge Nurse/Unit Manager (Westlands)
Acute Services

HAMVAS, Szilard (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Thurs 05/01/2017 18:53

I found the exhibition very inspiring, it was nice to see how much talents are hidden
in our clients. I believe it is very important to help patient to bring this talent on the
surface.
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It was also nice to see our patient from a different angle, different point of view.
The art could serve as a sublimation of painful feelings, distress etc. It also could
provide clients with purpose and feeling of self-worth.
Couple of days later when I was walking in the town I saw the exhibition of the artist
who was talking. It was nice to see the picture of someone I knew.
So much in a nutshell.
Best wishes, Szilard
Dr Szilard Hamvas
Psychiatrist (Westlands)
Acute Services
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Appendix 12: Interview with Doug Smelt
Below is the interview conducted with Hull artist, Doug Smelt. Doug spoke
about his mental health experiences at the ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition in
August 2016; this interview is to ask him about his motivations behind that and
what his personal relationship is between himself, his mental health and his
artmaking. As arranging a suitable time for a direct interview proved difficult, the
interview was conducted via email. The interview between the writer, Lauren
(L) and Doug Smelt (D) concluded on Sunday 8th January 2017. The transcript
follows:

L: Would you mind telling me a little bit about your background?
D: I had some ability in art at school but had to choose between art and music
and music pulled more girls so music won. After school I became an Insurance
Broker, more by accident than Design. By the time, I was 30 I was running 9
businesses, a combination of bereavements, relationship breakdown and
tremendous work pressure caused a massive breakdown resulting in becoming
both agoraphobic and housebound for a number of years.
L: That sounds like it was a lot of stress for you Doug, but if you don’t
mind, I’d like to come back to that in a bit. I’d like to know more about you
as an artist first. What type of art do you create? What is your process?
D: I do everything I can have a go at but earn my living predominately as a
specialist decorative artist and muralist. My preferred and most expressive
medium is paint.
When I first started painting what I would call my serious paintings about 18
months after starting to paint I would contemplate the issue either affecting me
or I had a concern over. The subject matter would either be political or a social
issue such as housing, education etc. and I would start by creating a Park
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scene or urban background and introduce people interacting to create a
narrative. The finished piece was as a result of a development on the canvas
rather than produced as the result of periptery drawings and research.
I still work this way on occasion, Silvers Bar was developed this way…creating
the backdrop of marble, wood grain ect and it wasn’t until the last stage that the
figures would go on the walls and the private rooms had their theme changed 6
weeks before it opened. In general I have the basis of a painting researched
and worked out in pencil or pen….sometimes rough but with a lot more planning
before the paint hits the canvas.
L: Very interesting. Could you tell me about your artistic background and
achievements? What are you most proud of?
D: My recent Good Mark Award by the Hull Civic Society for my work at Silvers
which recognises both of my passion for art and my passion for Hulls Heritage
has got to be way up there; Hull in Paint, which has brought art and heritage to
new audiences around Hull and reaching audiences in excess of 75k. I have
many mile stones (its not the first award I have had for my decorative art) but
evry job, every commission and every event I do, I do it so I can look back with
‘pride’ and every day when I get up I love going to work, to earn my living as a
working artist was always my target when I started painting when agoraphobic.
To me everyday I do this its an achievement, even after all the years of doing it.
L: I know you may have little control when it comes to your commercial
work, but would you consider your personal art to have any recurring
themes?
D: When I look back over the last 25 years I can break my work down into
bodies of work that have both a re-occuring style and theme. used to be
political or social comment, or an ‘investigation’ into one thing or another
however 4-5 years ago I created a number of paintings which where realistic
images of reflections of a particular building that was a big part of my life. I call
this series ‘reflections’ as I was about my life at that time. Recent works have
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been pastiches of walks I go on in North Yorks (where I have discovered
aspects of the landscape challenging to the ‘agoraphobia mechanism s’).
L: That’s a very interesting way in which you have used art to challenge
your agoraphobia. You’ve been quite open about your mental health
experiences – would you tell me about your experiences and what
motivates you to speak openly?
D: When I was diagnosed with agoraphobia the government, or should I say
DSS did not recognise it was a condition that men suffered with, and as such
received no benefits. I could not sign for social security or Job Seekers
Allowance as I had a ‘property portfolio’ which in essence was the stock of
property I had left waiting to be renovated. A couple of arsons later that where
uninsured as I hadn’t attended them for more than 28 consecutive days was the
beginning of my experience. I was recognised by the local mental health team
but it took 9 months to get the first home visit. I was made homeless and went
bankrupt and got Divirced, got denied access to my children and had to fight for
this through the courts…the one thing that they couldn’t take off me was my
creativity and I think it was my art that kept me alive. Without it I know I would
have committed suicide.
L: I’m so sorry to hear you had such a difficult time back then, but I’m also
so pleased that you recognised ways in which your creativity could give
you strength. Do you feel your mental health experiences have influenced
the art you make? In what way?
D: Subject matter sometimes, however in essence I would not be making art if it
wasn’t for my mental health problem.
L: And what about the other way around - could you describe if art-making
has had any impact upon your mental wellbeing?
D: I am more confident, happier and feel more fulfilled than when I did at any
point in my life, even before the break down. Art has now become my life.
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L: That’s great, Doug. You attended the ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition
at Kardomah94 in the summer. What did you think to the overall exhibition
and launch event?
D: I thought it is a great idea to get the work up in an exhibition. I will never
forget the feeling when you have your first piece exhibited in a proper gallery.
The confidence it gives is a great boost for all involved. Much of the work would
have stood on its own merits in any exhibition I have seen around the city in
recent years. I think it was also a good idea to get healthcare professionals and
other agencies there to showcase the work and the benefits of art therapy.
L: How did you think the exhibition attendees (artists/service users,
families and friends, NHS staff and special guests etc) felt about it? Do
you think there was any effect on them?
D: I had great feedback both at the event and from a few afterwards and in all
everyone seemed to have an enjoyable evening.
L: Did you speak to any of the artists exhibiting? What did they say?
D: I think a couple came across after my speech and thanked me for the
encouragement it has given them.
L: That’s lovely – that must have felt rewarding for you. Like you said, you
gave a speech during the event, where you very kindly spoke about your
experiences on stage. What motivated you to guest speak that evening?
D: Because you told me that you couldn’t get anyone to speak I had to. I cannot
re-iterate enough that art not only saved my life it has provided me in the end
with a better life than any amount of money could buy. I believe that many
people would benefit from the stress relief from contemporary living that the
creative focus brings.
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I think most people just want to get ‘back to normal’, hold a job down, get a
home back and just get on with life. That in itself is hard work enough without
having to challenge prejudice and discrimination. I myself would walk away from
it rather than challenge it, however I had an occasion to stand up to this a
couple of years ago, as it wasn’t just me there were others who were not as
strong as me. The situation was in part resolved by the removal of the culprit.
I have often reflected on what I can do to make a difference and when you
asked me to speak I thought it was a great chance to make that difference.
Many people suffer with mental health at some point in there life and when they
are at a low my story may help and give hope. I also want society to recognise
that despite suffering a mental health problem, I like many other sufferers have
a positive and beneficial role to play in society and often have attributes and
skills that make them shine above others.
L: How did it feel to get up and speak in front of 120 people that night?
D: I did have concerns that I might wonder off in thought about some of the
horrors that surround the experience, I am experienced at public speaking but
have never done so about something so personal.
L: And the Humber Trust, and most importantly, the service users, thank
you for sharing your story, as it inspired and encouraged many people
that evening. Did you receive any feedback about your speech from the
people there?
D: People were complimentary and thought it was a good delivery
L: Do you regularly share your experiences with others? Do you promote
your message in other ways?
D: I haven’t made a secret of it but in general it doesn’t enter my everyday
conversation.
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L: So, what are you up to now as an artist? What’s the best part of the
next thing you’re doing?
D: Hull in Paint again, an order book full of commercial work and the best thing
about the next thing I will be doing is it will be different from the last and not the
same as the one after that, it’s the variety and the challenge.
L: And lastly, do you have any final thoughts about the relationship
between art and mental health?
I am aware of more and more neurological evidence coming to light about the
influence of the creative process in stimulating some areas of the brain and
subduing others. Modern living and work patterns challenge mental stability and
well being and I believe that in the future art will be regarded as an essential
ingredient in mental health recovery and prevention.

Saunders, Lauren, Doug sharing his story at the ‘Recovery Through Art’
exhibition, (2016), photograph, unspecified dimensions
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Appendix 13: Observational Case Studies - Westlands
The first-hand case studies presented are observations made, and in turn,
interpreted by the writer based on multiple interactions with the individuals
during their admission or studentship. All names have been changed to protect
identities and confidentiality and any specific background information has been
changed or altered entirely.
These observations are from personal experiences working alongside women at
Westlands Psychiatric In-Patient Treatment unit (Humber NHS Foundation
Trust), Hull, where I worked for over two years as an Activity Worker; eight
relate to one individual at a time, whereas the last one refers to a inclusive
community-type project on the ward. These are experiential accounts, which
also include my own interpretations and opinions.
1. Diane
Diane is a lady was admitted to Westlands after a serious case of psychosis.
Already known to services, she had a diagnosis of schizophrenia. On this
admission, she was suspicious, delusional, tearful and exhibited shocking
behaviour as a result of very distressing hallucinations. Although she
recognised me from a previous admission, she would not engage with me or in
any activities. However, as her medication stabilised her somewhat, she began
to sit at the activity tables for short periods of time to watch others and myself
draw/paint/sculpt/etc during Arts activities. She refused to participate, stating
she ‘couldn’t do it’, but, after a while, she began helping to set up tables, getting
art equipment out and maintaining the equipment (sharpening pencils, sorting
papers and the like). This seemed important to her as she would not engage
during any other activity or group work on the unit. One afternoon in particular
stands out: as she helped tidy the art cupboards, she came across
materials/tools she had not seen before, and asked what they were for. I
demonstrated, and with encouragement, she then tried them out for herself.
This seemed to be the turning point for Diane, as from then on she began to join
in with practical arts activities (although nothing else) and attended every
session. When she became upset with intrusive thoughts and images, which
she still did frequently, art-making gave her a distraction and helped stop her
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from working herself up. This approach seemed to work for her. She still
required support at times, but the practicalities of art-making seemed to help
keep her grounded in this reality, which is what she said she needed. Gentle
prompting encouraged her to become aware of the materials in her hands and
how it felt to use it. As her well-being improved, so did her confidence in making
images, and she seemed keen to learn new skills and techniques. Diane used
art to build her confidence, keep grounded in reality and manage her difficult
experiences and thoughts.
2. Edwina
Edwina was admitted following an acute episode of stress-induced psychosis.
An extremely intelligent lady, she came from a very powerful and influential
ethnic family. Edwina recovered from her experience quickly, but stayed at
Westlands for just over a week to monitor her. She was very chatty and
likeable, generous and helpful, and I got on really well with her. She was selfassured and aware of her strengths, and was forward in saying creativity was
not one of them. She said that because of her upbringing and values, in which
she expected to achieve great things and take over the successful family
business in her country (Asia), she had not engaged in any form of art since
being a small child. However, she appeared to really appreciate art, showing
enthusiasm and offering congratulations to other patients about the art they had
created. A mural was being painted at the time, and Edwina was invited to paint
a bit. Initially she was doubtful, saying she would ruin it, but with support,
painted. She was laughing as she painted, and said how ‘great’ it felt. I then
taught her simple creative techniques throughout the week, which she appeared
to completely enjoy. I encouraged her to reflect on how she felt whilst she made
images, and if she feels this could be helpful in both keeping herself well, and
helping her to achieve the things she wanted to achieve. She said that artmaking was fun and relaxing, and that she now recognised the importance of
play and relaxation in managing stress, where before she perhaps neglected it,
and that’s why she became unexpectedly ill. She recognised that she felt that
she always had to be the best and achieve everything, but that art allowed her
to experiment and not ‘be the best’ because it was the process that mattered.
Through playful art-making, Edwina learnt that perhaps she pushes herself too
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hard sometimes and that she needs to take the time to relax. Through art, she
also developed a new way in which to achieve that.
3. Jenny
Jenny has a long-enduring diagnosis of Bi-Polar. She was admitted to
Westlands following a manic episode; she had not kept on top of her
medications. Jenny identified a lot with art and painted when she felt stable.
However, other times she struggled to paint, either because she was feeling
high and couldn’t focus, or too low and unmotivated. At Westlands, Jenny
openly stated how much she looked forward to the arts activities on the unit,
although she had lots of her own art materials in her bedroom, as it ‘gave her
ideas’. Jenny was very chatty and likable and seemed to enjoy the social aspect
of the popular art groups. At first, Jenny was unable to engage for very long as
she needed to keep moving and had ‘other things to do’, but as her medication
stabilised her mood, she participated for longer periods of time, and seemed
interested in all presented to her: painting, drawing, crafting, sculpture…
everything. She continued to paint privately in her room, but also painted the
tree trunks in the unit garden multi-coloured! Her mood had stabilised, and
described a ‘natural high’ and ‘excitement’ from art. Although she still seemed
excitable, she now had the concentration to put her energy into her own
creative expressions, which she did to good effect. She clearly enjoyed the
process, and would give each painting she did as a gift to someone who meant
a lot to her. would say that “art keeps [her] going” and “it keeps [her] sane!” but
when she’s “all over the place” she can’t do it as well when she’s too high or too
depressed. She said before she was discharged that she is going to keep taking
her medication and stay well, as it’s agonising and frustrating to not be able to
paint; she knows she needs to be well to create in the way she wants to. Art,
which already meant a lot to her long before I got to know her, is a strong
motivator in keeping herself well and a good indicator to the state of her wellbeing. She submitted work into the ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition, and is
now engaged with the Wellbeing Through Creativity courses with the Humber
Trust Recovery College.
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4. Rachel
Rachel was a lady with a learning disability who was admitted to Westlands
following an acute psychotic episode. She exhibited bizarre, out-of-character
behaviours which her family were unable to manage. Rachel was very quiet but
very friendly when spoken to, but seemed unsure how to respond often. She
would sit with staff and other patients, and smile during others’ conversations,
but would rarely get involved. Rachel was encouraged to attend the timetabled
activities, but she really seemed to enjoy the Arts and Crafts. Despite much
encouragement, she appeared at a loss of knowing what to paint or draw, or
what to collage, for example. However, I quickly noticed that if I were to draw
something, she would copy and produce something similar. If I used a certain
material, she would follow suit. Using art, we developed a type of dialogue. Her
growing confidence with materials and her imagination was evident as she
would change the colours or figures from what I would draw, and as a result I
found out more about her interests, how she was feeling and what she was
experiencing. In a busy ward, she appeared to value the relationship we
developed thanks to the time spent drawing with her. She said she did not ‘do
art much’, but that it helps her to ‘speak’ and she wanted to try some more at
home after discharge. Rachel had a voice, but art had made it a little louder.
5. Laura
Laura was diagnosed with Borderline Personality Disorder during several readmissions into Westlands after attempted overdoses and threats to jump off
the Humber Bridge. She would openly state that she couldn’t cope with the
emotional difficulties in her life, which would lead her to self-harm and engage in
similar risky behaviours (albeit generally superficial or low-key), and present
with some other behaviours depending on her mood. She was able at
communicate with others about how she was feeling and what she wanted, but I
always got the feeling she struggled to honestly communicate with herself and
what she really valued. She was very likeable, made many friends on the unit,
and I got on well with her. Laura was very actively engaged in the activities I
provided on the unit, especially during the Arts and Crafts and Baking sessions.
She especially enjoyed crafting; scrapbooking, colouring-in, making decorations
and small items mostly, although she would occasionally paint. In the Baking
groups, she appeared to enjoy the creative, decoration part the most. Through
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observation and relaxed conversation, I could see that the process of artmaking is what seemed most important to her. She would take her time during
each step to make sure it was ‘perfect’ and then once she had finished that
particular item, make it again and again. Her work was of high quality and she
appeared to take pride in what she made. The crafted work seemed to be more
aesthetical, but her paintings and designs tended to be based on the “;” symbol
(where “;” represents the choice to keep on living when you could have ended it.
In this context it demonstrates that an individual has been suicidal but has lived
through it; whole communities surround this symbology). Laura’s use of “;”
seemed to help her identify and come to terms with her mental illness and
communicate with others about what she had been through. She would
continue making long after timetabled sessions ended and would give these as
gifts to other patients and staff, perhaps to strengthen the relationships she had
with them. Her paintings would be pinned up on the activity lounge wall, unless
she really liked it and it would go back to her bedroom. She seemed to really
enjoy teaching other patients to craft and help me facilitate art groups. Laura did
not consider herself an artist, but recognised her creativity. In honing this skill of
hers, it appeared to give her focus, meaning and a way to develop relationships
with others. Laura said often that arts and crafts gave her ‘an escape’ in which
to ‘keep busy’, managing self-harming behaviours and suicidal impulses. Laura
had found a coping strategy in art.
6. Charlotte
Charlotte was admitted to Westlands following an attempted suicide following a
very serious assault. Charlotte came in under section and stayed at Westlands
for much longer than the average stay. Charlotte was severely depressed and
very distrustful and suspicious in presentation and conversation, although she
would appear vacant at times.
Charlotte and I got on very well from early on and developed a good,
professional friendship. She seemed very interested in the ‘Expressive Arts’ and
‘Arts and Crafts’ groups that I ran on the unit. She was suspicious at first, asking
if I ran these groups just so I could analyse her artwork and “pass judgement”
on her mental state. She did not seem to believe me when I said no, so at first, I
promised that I would seat myself so I couldn’t see her work as she went to sit
on the other table. However, what I did notice was how focused she would
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become in her art-making. Around the unit, she would wander around and
struggle to focus on anything for too long, but as she created, she seemed fully
engaged. She wouldn’t like any background noise or music, but would
occasionally engage in some conversation. After a few sessions, she would
hold up her work and ask what I thought of it. I felt this was a breakthrough
moment in her recovery, as she was developing her trust in others. Over time,
she moved to sit on the table I sat on, occasionally showing me how she was
progressing and engaging in more meaningful conversation. She would see me
painting/drawing, and ask that I teach her some techniques, of which she
seemed keen to learn. She seemed doubtful when I pinned her artwork up onto
the Activity Room wall (with her initial consent) and asked for it to be taken
down. However, as time progressed, she would pin up her own work
independently and smile when someone walked by and made positive
comments on it. Charlotte was still mistrustful of other staff, but actively sought
me out to ask if my art and groups were still running later that day/week –
Charlotte never missed an art session, and would often ask for paints to be left
out afterwards so she could continue working on it in the evenings. Her trust in
me seemed to soar as she began opening up about things she didn’t want to
share with the rest of the staff. The Doctor, the nurses and other staff could see
the meaningful progress she was making within my art groups and the
therapeutic relationship we had made, and always encouraged her attend and
spend time with me and the art materials. Charlotte’s artistic skill was already
very good when I first met her (she said she used to like doing it but “didn’t do it
much anymore”), but I could see her confidence in herself and others
developing with her brushwork. She started experimenting with materials and
creating more complex art pieces as she began to feel better in herself with the
help of therapy, medication, and time. Charlotte enjoyed supporting the newer
service users in the art groups and engaging with on-ward community projects,
encouraging others to get involved. Charlotte often stated openly that the art
groups were a big part of her recovery at Westlands and as far as I’m aware,
continued to paint after discharge.
7. Community Art – Murals
I led a number of community art projects on the unit, most of which consisted of
murals. Service users and staff created 2 window murals and a series of 4
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seasonal murals for the garden [Illustration below], alongside painting garden
benches and other smaller projects. Patients were involved throughout the
design and painting process during each one; the murals were directed by
patients. Each project seemed to create a real buzz on the unit, and most
patients were involved, even if sporadically or for a short time. It offered
opportunity for those more confident to lead others or manage materials and for
those quieter ones, the chance to engage and communicate with others. The
projects also allowed for both teamwork and solitary work, depending on what
each individual preferred. Individuality and creative expression were
encouraged in making their mark on the unit. The projects were a huge success
and patients reported that they felt a sense of control over the unit that at times
“controlled them”, especially when under section. They said that they valued
staff getting involved and working together with them outside of their
predominantly clinical roles. Many patients worked on some of the murals into
the night after I had left, or created designs for what they were going to paint the
next day. When families and friends visited the unit, patients would break the
rules in order to bring them into the communal areas just to show off what they
were working on. During a CQC visit, both patients and staff would
enthusiastically show them how they had made the unit their own and about
how much they enjoyed it. In this way, art provided the forum to create a
stronger sense of unity in the unit, stronger therapeutic relationships and
something for individuals, and Westlands as a community, to be proud of.
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Appendix 14: Observational Case Studies –
‘Wellbeing Through Creativity’
The first-hand case studies presented are observations made, and in turn,
interpreted by the writer based on multiple interactions with the individuals
during their admission or studentship. All names have been changed to protect
identities and confidentiality and any specific background information has been
changed or altered entirely. These observations are from personal experiences
working alongside men and women during the Humber NHS Foundation Trust
Recovery College’s (see Appendix 15) popular ‘Wellbeing Through Creativity
Course’, based in both Bridlington and Hull, where I have worked since
September 2016.
Edith
I first met Edith through the Humber NHS Foundation Trust’s Recovery College
on the Wellbeing Through Creativity Course. Edith was very reserved. When
asked what sort of creativity she enjoyed, she would reply with ‘I don’t know’ or
‘nothing in particular’. Despite encouragement, demonstration and 1:1 support
throughout that first session, Edith refused to engage with any practical work
and very little conversation; she would sit silently with various materials in front
of her whilst she watched the others in the class. During a later session, my
colleague sat down with her to try again,
demonstrating a simple painting technique using
sponges and cardboard and encouraged Edith to
follow her lead. It was clear Edith had very little
confidence in her abilities, almost fearful to go
ahead and try something (we later discovered
that she has very difficult son who ridicules,
intimidates and fights with her, so I found her
lack of confidence is understandable).
However, it wasn’t until my colleague
physically guided her hand to move the
sponge about that Edith engaged in any artmaking. From there, she has, with support
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An image created by Edith in Winter 2017.
Edith was very unsure of chalk pastels, but as
her confidence grew, so did her confidence
with chalks.
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at first, developed her sense of experimentation. Over the last four months,
Edith has worked expressively and developed an enthusiasm to try new
materials. She still struggles to decide what to create each session, but her
confidence in her mark-making and conversation has increased; she also
reports that she has begun to set more boundaries with her son. She openly
credits her artmaking as giving her back a sense of self, as has the community
spirit and peer-support provided by the rest of the class, of which she is now
much more involved.
Natalie
Natalie lacked confidence on enrolment. Natalie has shown an interest in most
Recovery College courses, but she seems to get the most value out of the
Wellbeing Through Creativity course. She struggles with her emotions as part of
her Borderline Personality Disorder, an illness that has had a huge impact on
her life. Her emotions overwhelm her to the extent that her children are sadly in
temporary foster care. Natalie experimented with various media, apparently
eager to learn new techniques and ways of using materials. However, the
media she has clearly taken an enormous interest in is mono-printing, a
technique demonstrated by my colleague. Natalie seemed lost at first, afraid to
experiment in case she “got it wrong”, thus required gentle guidance and
encouragement at first about what to print or what colours to use etc. However,
by nurturing her creativity, she has since independently printed with vegetables
and fruit and everyday objects “just to see what happens”. This has allowed her
the freedom to understand that things out of her control can turn out well, and if
it doesn’t, she can learn from it; this image-making process, she will say openly,
has been incredibly meaningful for her.
She sets herself “homework” after each
session as she finds it difficult to manage
her own company during the week. She
says that art gives her something to focus
on and she keeps going in order to share
her creations with the Recovery College
An image created by Natalie in Winter

week by week.

2016, as she was beginning to experiment
independently. The sea has inspired this
!
piece.
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Appendix 15: Information regarding the
Humber Recovery College
This information has been written using my own knowledge and resources in
regards to the HFT’s Recovery College, of which I am proud to say I am a tutor.
Much of this information will be provided in the April-August 2017 Prospectus, of
which I am the Lead Creative Designer and Writer.
The Humber Recovery and Wellbeing College is the only one of it’s kind in the
NHS Sustainability and Transformational Plan (STP) footprint for Humber Coast
and Vale; this means we are the only Recovery College across a space which
includes 12 Clinical Commissioning Groups and NHS Trusts. The STP is a
strategy that demonstrates the ways in which services will change. The focus
will move away from the current system of ‘reactive care’ that responds to crisis,
and instead focus on good wellbeing, community intervention and proactive
care led by the service user and reduce long and unnecessary hospital
admissions and make better use of available beds. One of the Humber Coast
and Vale’s priorities is to better support people with mental health problems so
they can progress on their own recovery journeys.
The Humber Recovery College, a core resource in helping the people of Hull
and East Riding develop their independence, believes in an educational
approach to mental wellbeing, supporting individuals to recognise their own
resourcefulness, talents and abilities, and arming them with knowledge and
helpful tools in order to become experts in their own self care. The Recovery
College promotes the central tenants of the ‘recovery approach’ by providing
hope, opportunity and control in an educational setting within the community.
Mental health professionals, tutors with lived experience, peer-support workers
and volunteers and students themselves co-productively work together to deign
and deliver educational courses and resources to empower and support mental
health service users and those who support them. Because of this, courses
tend to be innovative, original and relevant to someone experiencing mental
difficulties. The Humber Recovery College is a friendly and very diversely
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talented group of compassionate individuals, currently boasting 4 part-time
tutors, 1 voluntary tutor, 1 administrator and 5 peer-support volunteers.
Using Recovery values, the Recovery College aims to:
•

Help individuals recognise and make use of their existing talents,
strengths and resources

•

Co-facilitate courses and workshops that are co-directed with those who
access them

•

Promote hope, control and opportunity using a person-centered, holistic
educational model

•

Empower individuals to find their own solutions in a way that works for
them

•

Help individuals to explore their potential, the possibilities available to
them and develop their skills

•

Ensure students independently enrol on the courses that help them to
identify the ways of making sense of their experiences to become
experts in managing their own lives

Students are invited to look through the current prospectus (each one responds
to the needs and wishes of the students), choose which courses they would like
to do (that are available to them within travelling distance) before enrolling
themselves and attending the courses. Most courses this upcoming term are
half-day workshops or shorter courses for better ease of access at partnered
venues across Hull and East Riding.
Describing the Recovery College courses will give an understanding of what the
Recovery College provides and the help it aims to achieve. There will be lots of
new courses available this year as the Humber Recovery College team has
expanded. As a tutor, I am involved in writing, tutoring and/or facilitating many
of the following courses; the list below are of courses and workshop ideas we
hope to include in the next prospectus (courses I will deliver (or co-facilitate) are
marked with an asterisk):
•

Wellbeing through Creativity* – popular 2 hour weekly workshops that
promote creativity, self-esteem and social inclusion, amongst others.
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•

Mindfulness* – new for 2017, a 1 hour weekly workshop focusing on
mindfulness theory and practice. A one off workshop introducing
Meditation and Mindfulness will also be available.

•

T’ai Chi* – new for 2017, a 1 hour weekly workshop to promote gentle
and inclusive physical health and mental wellbeing

•

Tech for Technophobes* – new for 2017, a 6 week course introducing
the basics of IT so students can develop skills and feel confident using
technology in an increasingly tech-heavy world

•

Work and Meaningful Activity – workshops taught by the Positive
Assets team (specialising in helping service users find meaningful
employment in and outside of the NHS) to encourage and provide
reassurance and advice to service users wishing to gain employment,
covering transferable skills and action planning

•

Coping with Emotions – a 10 week course based upon Dialectical
Behaviour Therapy (DBT) and Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT), this
is taught by a clinical psychologist to promote more self-awareness in
relation to emotion regulation, distress tolerance and relationships with
others

•

Mood and Food* – this stand-alone workshop was a module of last
term’s 10 week ‘Holistic Health’ course. This workshop aims to promote
good eating specifically geared towards mental well-being

•

Food for the Soul (working title)* - this stand-alone workshop was a
module of last term’s 10 week ‘Holistic Health’ course. This workshop
focuses on ways in which to lead a more fulfilled life, from appreciating
the little things to looking at what other cultures do to promote selffulfillment

•

Planning for Crises* – new for 2017, this workshop guides students in
putting a realistic plan in place in case they were to fall ill again, so that
their wishes and needs can be better recognised by those caring for
them

•

Keeping Me Well (working title)* - new for 2017, this workshop
encourages students to reflect and identify the things that keep them
well, and create an everyday plan using this information
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•

Tree of Life* – new for 2017, a creative workshop geared towards
promoting a sense of identity through imagery

•

Assertiveness – new for 2017, a workshop exploring what it means and
how to be assertive in day to day life

•

Shaping a Hopeful Future (working title)* - new for 2017, a workshop
based upon hopes for the future, bucket lists and achievement, and
SMART goals and action planning

•

Mind Mapping – new for 2017, a workshop designed to teach students
about the planning and thought organisation methods used within Mind
Mapping

•

Procrastination – new for 2017, a workshop identifying what it means to
procrastinate and how to minimise it

•

Coping with Change – new for 2017, a course looking at how students
can acknowledge and accept change to further promote their recovery
journey

•

Journaling – new for 2017, a creative workshop exploring the
therapeutic gains to be made from creative journaling

•

What is Recovery? – new for 2017, a workshop explaining what is
meant by recovery and how everybody has their own recovery journey

A new concept for this prospectus which we are hoping to pilot, I have
implemented ‘The Forum’ (working title). This is a space that aims to provide
students with extra context that is not necessarily based on individual recovery
journeys or directly rely on their active participation, but rather educates and
provides related content that students may find interesting, inspiring and/or
helpful. Headway has been made with this initiative within the Humber
Recovery College but it is still in its embryonic stage. However, the potential
within this ‘Forum’ is very broad and could include talks and discussions about:
•

Mental Health Through the Ages (using research gained from this
dissertation)

•

The Portrayal of Mental Illness within Art (using research gained from
this dissertation)
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•

Mental Health, the Media and Stigmatisation

•

The Action for Happiness Movement
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•

Q&A’s with a mental health professional (eg. Psychiatrist, Nurse, Allied
Health Professionals etc.)

•

Sharing personal recovery journeys to inspire and provide hope

•

Meet the Governors/Management meetings

•

Promote Positive Assets and Voluntary Services

•

Student/Visiting speakers who speak about their area of interest or
expertise

•

Recovery College steering discussions

These courses and ideas may change, or others may be added, but these lists
provide a sense of how the Recovery College hopes to empower the service
users of Hull and East Riding. Summer tasters may also include Printmaking,
Look Up (an outdoors photography project which encourages students to use
the cameras available to them to capture the world outside), City of Culture
Trail (students are taken around Hull City Centre to reflect upon this years
celebration of Hull culture), Wellbeing and Wildlife and Word, Publisher and
Photoshop workshops. For the Autumn/Winter prospectus later in the year, we
hope to introduce more courses as our team continues to grow.
This year, the Wellbeing Through Creativity students will be exhibiting their work
at the Hull University Campus to applaud Mental Health Awareness Week (814th May 2017) and contribute to the 2017 City of Culture celebrations. The
Humber Recovery College strongly believes in providing meaningful
opportunities when possible, and after the success of my ‘Recovery Through
Art’ exhibition in 2016, we have learnt that exhibitions are a fantastic way to
provide that.
For any further enquiries relating to the Humber Recovery College, please do
not hesitate to email the author at laurensaunders1@nhs.net.
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Appendix 16: Ethical Declarations
I, Lauren Saunders, declare the following:
1. All research involving Humber NHS Foundation Trust service users
were done so with the approval of the Trust. The research I have
undertaken does not constitute as research as defined by the NHS;
according to the Trust’s Research Team, they had no need to be
involved. I did, however, email them to ask for guidance: a printed copy
of the email has been included in this appendix.
2. All artworks displayed at the ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition were
displayed with consent from the artists (see Appendix 3).
3. All staff and guest names used within the accounts (see Appendices 8,
10 and 11) have been printed with verbal or written permission.
4. Doug Smelt has given me permission to use his full real name. He
completed a consent form, the copy of which has been included in this
appendix. As our interview was conducted over the Internet, he was
unable to physically sign the consent form. However, email
correspondence is also available to support his consent.
5. All Humber NHS Foundation Trust service user observational case
studies are reflections of my experience with those individuals. Most of
them are not aware that I have used their stories, but all names given
are pseudonyms and absolutely no identifiable information has been
provided, or in case of place names and relationships etc. the details
have been changed to further protect their identities.
6. All service user artwork that has been printed within this dissertation
(aside from those in the ‘Recovery Through Art’ programme, see
Appendix 5) is at the approval of the individual artists. Verbal consent
has been obtained from each artist.
7. All further enquiries have been conducted ethically and professionally
with no external interests to declare which may have influenced the
course of this investigation. In case of any other ethical concern,
please contact the author.
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Email to the Research Team at Humber NHS Foundation Trust
regarding the ethics gathering research for the purpose of this
dissertation
This email was sent early on in my planning to request advice on the ethical
considerations of gathering research and if I needed to follow NHS guidelines or
protocols. My research does not fall under what the NHS constitutes as research, so
I had no need to gain official approval or support of the Trusts Research Team. I
heard no reply after the last email sent. I sent a further email before submitting this
paper to confirm my enquiry in February 2017 but received no reply.
SAUNDERS, Lauren (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Mon 01/08/2016 12:30
Sent Items
To: HNF-TR.ResearchTeam@nhs.net
Hello,
I am entering into my final year of a Fine Art BA (Hons) as from September on a
part-time basis, as I will still be retaining employment within the Trust.
I intend to do my dissertation around the themes of creativity and mental health (the
final title is still in progress), and would like to get first hand accounts of how
creativity has or has not benefited them in mental health recovery from some of the
service users I have worked with.
I have not yet got a definitive research plan, as I have only recently begun to work on
the ideas behind this dissertation, but I would like to know what the processes and
procedures might be in potentially gaining my own qualitative data and in using case
studies.
Could you please advise?
Thank you,
Lauren Saunders
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ResearchTeam (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Tue 02/08/2016 15:26
Inbox
To: laurensaunders1@nhs.net
You replied on 02/08/2016 15:47.

Lauren,
It sounds to me as if this wouldn’t actually be a piece of research but a series of case
studies / patient experience work?
This is a good starting point http://www.hra.nhs.uk/resources/before-you-apply/is-itresearch/
For us we would need more information in order to decide if it really is research or
whether it sits under something else.
Research within the NHS has a very narrow definition as opposed to what a
university would call research.
Regards
Steve
Stephen Walker
Research Support Manager
Humber NHS Foundation Trust
Research And Development
Trust Headquarters
Willerby Hill
Beverley Road
Willerby
HU10 6ED
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Tel: 01482 301723
E-Mail: Stephen.Walker7@nhs.net / HNF-TR.ResearchTeam@nhs.net
___________________________________________________________________
SAUNDERS, Lauren (HUMBER NHS FOUNDATION TRUST)
Tue 02/08/2016 15:47
Sent Items
To: Stephen.Walker7@nhs.net
Hi Steve,
Thanks for your advice,
It will involve case studies and patient experience examples - according to that link,
you're right, it will not be research as per the terms of the NHS.
My concerns lay as if I would be allowed to speak to patients and use case studies
etc to gather information for my dissertation - I'm not sure if that's okay to do or if I
need to complete any forms to make someone aware of what I intend to do or need
approval etc. If there is anything I need to do, please get in touch and provide
advice.
Thank you,
Lauren
Lauren Saunders
Activity Worker
laurensaunders1@nhs.net
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Open University: Hull School of Art and Design
Participation Information sheet and informed consent form
1. Invitation to participate:
You are being invited to take part in a research project. Before you decide it is
important for you to understand why this research is being done and what it
will involve. Please take time to read the following information and discuss it
with others if you wish. Ask if there is anything that is not clear or if you would
like more information.
2. British Educational Research Association (BERA) ethical guidelines
This research will carried out in line with BERA’s 2004 guidelines for
educational research. I am happy to provide you with a copy of these
guidelines if you wish to read them before agreeing to participate in the
research.
3. The research project and its title
The aim of the research is examine the relationship between art-making and
the efficiency of its application within mental health recovery. The working title
is: ‘The Impact of the Visual Arts upon Mental Health Recovery’.
4. What is the purpose of the project
I am studying for a Fine Art BA (Hons) and this investigation is being
completed for my Dissertation and subsequent assessment.
5. Why have I been chosen?
I have approached you because I am aware, after our informal conversations,
of how art has been hugely beneficially in your mental health recovery and
because you spoke at the ‘Recovery Through Art’ exhibition (Kardomah94)
about it. I understand your passion for both art and promoting awareness and
mental health recovery and I feel your thoughts on the matter would help
underline my argument.
6. Do I have to take part?
No. Your participation is entirely voluntary and you may withdraw from the
research at any time, and for any reason. If you feel unable to be involved for
any reason, I fully understand.
7. What do I have to do?
Participate in an interview at a time convenient to yourself. The interview itself
can be done face-to-face, or via email if that is more suitable for you.
8. Are there any disadvantages to taking part?
I foresee no disadvantages to participating in this study.
9. Will all my details be kept confidential?
In line with the Data Protection Act, the consent form and taped
interview/email will be securely stored by myself during the research. You
may access the material I collect from you at any time during the research. A
copy of our transcript will be included in the Appendices of my Dissertation.
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It is your choice if you would like to use your real name or a pseudonym to
ensure anonymity. Please select the option which you would prefer below. In
case of electronic consent (unable to physically sign), I will also require that
the text be copied into our email correspondence to confirm any consent.
10. What will happen to the results of the research project?
Your interview will be presented as evidence alongside statements from
service users and NHS staff to thematically analyse if art is felt to benefit
mental health recovery. The interview transcript will appear in the appendices
and discussed within the dissertation itself. The Hull College dissertation
tutors and perhaps an external examiner will have access to the research. I
will securely dispose of any interview tapes/emails at the conclusion of the
research.
11. Who has reviewed the project, and who can be contacted for
further information?
I have discussed my research plan with Jill Howitt, my Dissertation Tutor at
Hull School of Art and Design. She is your first point of contact for further
information.

Consent:
1. I agree to participate in this project.
2. Tick ONE:

☐x I would like my full real name to be used
☐I would like part of my real name to be used
(please state)________________________________________

☐I would like a pseudonym to be used
(state any preferred pseudonym)_________________________
3. I agree that my contribution including verbatim quotations may be used, as
long as it protects anonymity/confidentiality as above.
Name Doug Smelt
Signed
Date 8th Jan 2017

Contact address: Jill Howitt, Fine Art CATS Tutor, Hull School of Art and Design,
Queen’s Gardens, Hull, HU1 3DG
Tel: 01482!329943
email: Jill.Howitt@artdesignhull.ac.uk
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